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lions of such reservoirs we should obtain a these animals is the 18,000,000th part of a like among jurors to convict for a capital
An Undeveloped Genius.—The difficufweight equal to that of the earth.
Such is grain !
crime.” We believe there is that dislike, ties in the way of an M undeveloped genius’’
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
the mass whose attraction gives stability to
Since this strange discovery was made, and we regret to believe that it is “ grow are thus soliloquised in Neal’s S( Charcoal
JAMES K. REM1CH.
all structures raised for human conven Mr. Ehrenberg has detected the same fossil ing.” We have been convinced for some Sketches.”
Office on the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House. ience ; that gives us, as well as the animals
animals in the semiopal, which is found time that there is a spirit becoming more
4£ How,” said he,<£ how is if I canyi lev-s
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
subservient to our uses, steadiness of posi along with the polishing slate in the tertiary and more prevalent in the world—not only el down my expressions to lhe Comprehen
I’wo dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— tion and motion.
Had the earth been ma strata of Bilin, in the chalk flints, and even not to convict for capital crime, but to consid sions of the vulgar, or level up the vulgar td
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
terially
less
heavy,
no structure could have in lhe semiopal or noble opal of lhe por er it repugnant to the advanced ££ enlighten comprehension of my expressions J
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
How
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub existed on it with any degree of perma phyritic rocks.
What a singular applica ment of the age,” to punish crime at all. is it I can’t get the spigot out, so my verses
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
nence ; and we should ourselves be at the tion does this fact exhibit of the remains of The world is getting too good to be govern will run clear ? I know what I mean my
The publisher does not hold himself responsible fbr
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount mercy of every gust of wind, to be blown the ancient world !
While our habitations ed. ££ Human freedom” has opened shop, self, but nobody else doCs,and (he impudent
charged.for its insertion.
like feathers from place to place.
Had it are sometimes built of the solid aggregate and intends to do business hereafter in con editors say it’s wasting room to print what
been materially heavier, our strength would of millions of microscopic shells—while, as nexion with the ultra virtuous, under the nobody understands. Pve plenty of genius
MISCE.LL AJVEOUK^
have been either inadequate to (sustain our we have seen, our apartments are heated firm of “ Universal Philanthrophy.” Ve —lots of it, for I often want to eat my throat,
weight, or we should have had little to spare and lighted with the wreck of m|;hty forests ry well, let the world try it.
There is no and would have don® it long ago only it
ANCIENTCARTHAGE.
for the pursuit of the objects of our physical that covered the primeval valleys—the uncertainty in the result.
Human freedom hurts. I’m chock full of genius and run
Sir Gyenville Temple, who lately arrived
wants and enjoyments.
Yet, between the chaplet of beauty shines with Hf Very sep will swim for a few years in the blood of ning over; for I hate all sorts of work my-3
at Malta from Tunis, on board the Ottoman
I weigh» of the earth and the muscular ulchres in which millions of animals are its own shedding, until the philosophy will self, and all aerta A. people
enough to
frigate Sunch, has employed himself, for the
strength of its occupants, there exists no ne entombed ! Thus hath death become the tire of too much of its own elheriality, and do it. I hate going to bed, aind I hate get
last six months, in making excavations on the
cessary relation. This mutual fitness and hand-maid and the ornament of life. hand over said world to a more vindictive ting up. My conduct i« Very eccentric and?
classic soil of Carthage,— a city, the mere
adaptation is, therefore, one of lhe marks of Would that it were also its instructor and code of punishment than it has ever yet singular. 1 have the miserable melanchol
mention of whose name awakens in the bo
the designed appropriation of man as a guide.
known, simply to save itself from the cruel" ies all the time, and I’m pretty near always
som of every scholar a thousand recollec
dweller, and the earth for a habitation,—
ty of its own system ! This is the inevita as cross as the devil, which is a sure sign.
tions of glory which once adorned the mis
each for the other; and, if we find other
Aborigines of the Ohio Valley .— Gen.
tress of the African seas, and the immortal habitations possessing a like circumstance Harrison, whose talents as a Statesman ble fate of the fanaticism now making such Genius is as tender as a skinned cat, and
strides in the land. Would to heaven that gets into a passion whenever you touch it.
rival of the Roman republic. His labors
of fitness, we shall be enabled to infer the and a General are conceded to be of the there were any faint prospect of checking When I condescended t® snbnzZum myself,
have been well rewarded by the peculiarly
probability of similar dwellers there, which first order, has long been known to possess its career, short of letting it look upon its for a little sympathy, to folks Of ornery in
interesting discoveries he has made. Aprobability will be swelled into moral cer literary attainments of no ordinary charac own bloody consummation !
We begin, tellect,—and comparisoned to me-—I knew
mong them we may notice that on the site of
tainty if corroborated by a crowd of other ter.—Few men excel him in classical litera however, to despair. The world is already very few people that arn’t onery as to« brains
the temple of Ganath, or Juno Ceelestis, lhe
analogies.—Monthly Chronicle.
ture, and he has a ready fund of knowledge, so wise that it has very nearly made a natu —and pour forth the feeling ir.digginus to
great protecting divinity of Carthage, he
derived from ancient as well as modern au ral fool of itself, and it is rather doubtful a poetic soul, which is always biling j they
found about 700 coins, and various objects
thors.
whether the idiocy has any prospect of cure ludicrate my situation, and say they don’t
Astonishing Facts relative to a Former
of glass and earthen ware. But the most
We are led to these remarks from having but by extreme unction.
True and ration know what the duce I’m driving at. Is’nt
remarkable, and perhaps least expected of Organic World.—Dr. Buckland now pro
read, with great satisfaction, a recent dis al liberty has but little chance to take per genius served o’this fashion in the earth, as
his discoveries, is that of a villa, situated on ceeds to the most important and popular
course from his pen, on the aborigines of manent root in the world, until the quacks Hamlet, the boy after mine own heart, says ?
the sea shore, and buried fifteen feet under branch of his subject—to give a descrip
the Valley of the Ohio, delivered before the that administer nostrums to it have brought And when the slights of the world, and of
ground. Eight rooms are completely clear tion of the most interesting fossil organic re
Historical Society of Ohio, dnd published at it to the last struggle.
We hope the des the printers, set us in a fine frenzy, and my
ed, and their size and decorations prove that mains, and to show that the extinct species
their request.
perate remedy may not be necessary, but it soul swells and swells, till it almost tears the'
the house belonged to a wealthy personage. of plants and animals which formerly occu
In this, the opinion entertained by Gov is very much to be feared that it must be shirt off my buzzum, and even fractures
The walls are painted, and the floors are pied our planet, display, even in their frag
ernor Golden, Dr. Franklin, Governor adopted.
my dickey ; when it expansuates and ele
beautifully paved in mosaic, in the same ments and relics, the same marks of wis
Clinton, and others, that the Valley of the
vates
me above the common herd, they laugh
But,
until
the
community
has
come
to
the
dom
and
design
which
?have
been
univer

manner as those at Pompeii and Herculane
Ohio was conquered by the Six Nations, is conclusion to do away with all law but the again, and tell me not to be pom pious. The
um, respecting a great variety of subjects, sally recognized in the existing species of ably and satisfactorily contested.
promptings of the sublimated philanthrophy poor plebians are worse than Russian scurfs!
such as marine deities, both male and fe organized beings.
American Antiquities are becoming a that is abroad, it is as well, we think, for It is the fate of genius ; it is his’n or rather
male, different species of sea fish, marine
After giving some account of the suppos matter of national interest, and our most
her’n, to go through life with little Sympaplants, a vessel with female figures dancing ed cases of fossil human bones, and estab learned men are seeking to investigate them. juries to do their duty, as it is enjoined by
thyzation and less cash. Life’s a field of
the
laws
that
are
still
nominally
allowed
to
on deck, and surrounded by admiring warri lishing the remarkable fact of the “ total ab
The discourse of Gen. Harrison presents us be in force, and not to commit perjury for blackberry and raspberry bushes. Mean
ors ; other portions represent lions, horses, sence of any vestiges of the human species
with facts that are certainly very novel as fear of running counter to an abstraction. people squat down and pick the fruit, no
leopatds, tigers, deers, zebras, bears, gazelles, throughout the entire series of geological
well as interesting, and his deductions from Jurors are never chosen to act as legisla matter how they black their fingers, while
hares, herons, and the like. Ten human formations,” our author passes to the gen
them are sound.
The description of the tors, and have no right to assume the func genius proud and perpendicular, strides
skeletons, apparently those slain during the eral history of fossil organic remains :
ruins on the Miami, and the character and tions of legislators.
fiercely on, and gets nothing but Scratches
assault of the city, were found in the differ
<£ It was marvellous that mankind should the causes of the growth of the forest trees
and holes tore in his trousers.’’
ent chambers.
have gone on for so many centuries in igno found in them, is exceedingly well written,
Beautiful extract.—When I look upon
Sir Grenville also discovered in another rance of the fact, which is now so fully de
and of a high cast of thought.
The whole the tombs of the great, every emotion of en
From the Claremont Eagle.
house, other mosaics of great interest; these monstrated, that no small part of the pres
discourse discovers great ability, and few vy dies within me ; when I read the epitaphs
FRUITS OF COURTSHIP.
represent gladiators contending in the arena ent surface of the earth is derived from the
men in our nation could have handled the of the beautiful, every inordinate desire goes
Ned Grimes wore a sad countenance.
with wild beasts, and over each man is writ remains of animals that constituted the pop subject with greater skill.
It will, unques out; when I meet with the grief of parents up He was often asked what was the matter/
ten his name. In another part are seen ulation of ancient seas.
Many extensive tionably, make a sensation in Europe
horse races, and men breaking in young plains and massive mountains, form, as it among the learned there, and will become a on the tomb-stone, my hear melts with com but no satisfactory answer was forthcoming.
passion ; when I see tombs of parents them At length a particular friend obtained the fol
horses.
Our limits oblige us to restrict were, the great charnel house of preceding
standard work in our own country. Amer selves, I consider the vanity of grieving for lowing particulars from him.
these details ; but we hope, indeed we un generations, in which the petrified exuvse
ica may well be proud of her sons, when, those whom we must soon follow ; when I
££ You know,” said Ned, “ I have been
derstand that Sir Grenville Temple will of extinct races of animals and vegetables
in the cabinet, the field, and the closet, she see kings lying with those who deposed courting Sally W. a long while, and so wei
shortly publish a complete account of his are piled into stupendous monuments of the finds them devoted to her honor and inter
important and extraordinary discoveries. operations of life and death, during almost est. We recommend the discourse to our them, when I consider rivals laid side by bad a great notion of getting married, when
side, or the holy men that divided the world that darn’d old Col——.”
We are aware that Sir Thomas Reade, from immeasurable periods of past time.
“ At readers, hoping they may be fortunate
a Go on Ned. dont be a boy ; what about
with their disputes, 1 reflect with sorrow
the early period of his residence, as his maj the sight of a spectacle,” says Cuvier, “ so
enough to obtain a copy for perusal.
and astonishment on the little competitions, Colonel ?”
esty’s Agent and Consul General in Tunis, imposing, so terrible, as that of the wreck
Albany Daily Adv.
factions, and debates of mankind ; when I
££ Why, you see, Sally said I had better
drew many specimens of antiquity from the of animal life, forming almost the entire
read the several dates of the tombs of some ask him, and so I did^as perlite as I knowsame spot, which we believe were sent to soil on which we tread, it is difficult to res
Railroads.—Railroads in not a few res
enrich some of our public institutions in Eng train the imagination from hazarding some pects form the crowning marvel of the age that died yesterday, and some sixteen hun ed how.”
££ Well, what reply did he make ?”
land. But Sir Grenville Temple has had conjectures as to the cause by which such in which we live : to every country they are dred years ago, I consider that great day,
£‘ Why, he kinder hinted round.”
the good fortune to make connections, which great effects have been produced.” The a mighty arm of strength ; at home and when we shall all of us be cotemporaries
££ What kind of hints did he throw out ?’’’
and make our appearance together.
assisted greatly his own ardor for antiquari deeper we descend into the strata of the abroad their adoption seems contagious, and
£< Why, he kinder hinted round, as if I
Addison.
an research, and the objects he has been en earth, the higher do we ascend into the keeping in view the past it is impossible to
war’nt wanted there.”
abled to recover from their long obscurity, archaeological history of past ages of crea assign any limits to the vast benefits
£i Well, Ned, let us know what they were
Improvement in Blasting Rocks.—We
are of a nature to throw a minuter light upon tion.
that
will
result
hereafter
from
general,
we
We find successive stages marked
—what the Col. said to disturb your mind
the customs and state of the arts in that cele by varying forms of animal and vegetable had almost said universal centralisation. have seen a specimen of the patent Safety
Fuse, which is described in the annexed ar so ?”
brated Roman colony. These discoveries life, and these generally differ more and Were Russia railroaded
in her whole
££ Why, he said—”
ticle from the Journal of the American In
may perhaps eventually prove equal in inter more widely from existing species as we go length and breadth, as Great Britain will
££ Said what ?”
stitute,
and
which
promises
to
be
a
useful
est to those which long commanded general further downwards into the receptacles of soon be, her power would be multiplied a
<£ Why he said if he catched me there aimprovement.
We understand the article
admiration in Southern Italy, and will no the wreck of more ancient creations.
thousand fold, and resources placed at the
is on sale in this city.—Boston Daily Adv. gain, he would cowhide me till I had’nt an
doubt render celebrated lhe name of the per
disposal of a despot which might jeopardise
*
*
#
#
#
The Safety Fuse was briefly mentioned inch of rine left on my back, darn his old
severing discoverer, amongst other British
to some extent the proud position of Eng
picter.”
<£ Besides the more obvious remains of
archaiologists, particularly if any of the cu
land, France and the United States, as the in the list of articles to which diplomas
riosities found, should be placed amongst the testacea and of larger animals, minute ex advanced guard of the civilization and free were awarded at the late Fair of the Insti
A little boy was sent by the pressman into
valuable remains of antiquity which Great amination discloses, occasionally, prodigious dom of Europe. But ages must elapse, and tute ; it deserves, however, from its impor
the composing room of a printing office not
accumulations of microscopic shells that
tance,
a
more
extended
notice.
Britain already possesses.—Malta paper.
many things change, before the improve
long since, to ask for ‘ a mark of astonish
surprise us no less by their abundance than
The Fuse is used in blasting rock, and is
ments hinted at can ever be attempted, and
ment [1] and two parentheses [()].’ The
their
extreme
minuteness
;
the
mode
in
Weight of the Earth.—The earth pro
as rich as the autocrat is, in raw material, designed to prevent those melancholy acci urchin ran grinning away, and asked the
vided for our dwelling place is a mass of which they are sometimes crowded together zones of territory, multitudinous subjects, dents and loss of life, which often result
foreman to * mark an astonisher and twof
matter very nearly globular in its form, and may be estimated from the fact that Soldani soldiers, sailors and ships, he still quails in from the premature explosion of the charge ;
apprentices.’
measuring eight thousand miles in its diam collected from less than an ounce and a many a thing to a country, which, compar this it does effectually by superseding thé
eter. Its magnitude was ascertained with half of stone found in the hills of Cassciana ed to his own vast dominions, is literally a use of the metallic priming-needle, and se
Clerical Shrewdness.—An English pa
tolerable precision at a comparatively early in Tuscany, 10,454 microscopic chamber mere speck on the breast of the ocean—so curing as a certainty that the fire will pro
period in the history of physical discovery ; ed shells. * * * 0f several species of powerless is semi-barbarism compared to gress to the powder at the rate of only eight per tells a good story of a clergynan, whof
having received a public document which
but the inconceivably difficult problem of these shells, four or five hundred weigh but civilization, and the resources it developes een inches per minute.
Another property
weighing it was reserved for modern time, a single grain ; of one species he calculates in a variety of shapes—high enterprise, im of the Fuse, it will discharge the blast un was ordered to be read to all the churches,
and which was particularly obnoxious to the
—and for an individual who has, by its so that a thousand individuals would scarcely proved means of transit, teeming manufac der water with perfect certainty, and is
people, very shrewdly told his congregation
weigh
one
grain.
”
lution, conferred more lustre on the house
tures, general
enlightenment,
private therefore invaluable in wet blasting; and that though he had positive orders to read
of Cavendish than hereditary wealth and
experiments
have
proved
that
by
its
use
Extraordinary as these phenomena must wealth, and a measure of revenue which
the declaration, they had none to hear it—i
ancestral rank can bestow.—The balance appear, the recent discoveries of Ehren reels not under a debt of 800 millions.
A powder may be exploded 30 feet below the they might therefore leave the church.-in which this eminent person weighed the berg, made since the ‘publication of Dr. long period has elapsed since rails of some surface of the sea.
It is also economical,
They availed themselves of the hint, and
earth is easily described.
He placed a buckland’s work, are still more marvellous
sort were used under ground to facilitate the costing only one cent per foot, which it the clergyman read the document to emp
small ball of lead delicately suspended at a and instructive.
This eminent naturalist, conveyance of coal-waggons from the ex saves in time and labor in preparing the
short distance from a comparatively large whose discoveries respecting the existing tremities to the mouth pits; this may have charge for firing, and adds in a considerable ty pews!
globe of the same metal.
In the absence infusorial animals we have already noticed,
suggested the practicability of works on a degree to the force of the explosion by the
Incledon, While in America, often* struck
of the large globe, the small ball would be has discovered fossil animalcules, or infuso larger scale in connexion with locomotion, compactness with which the charge can be
attracted by the mass of the earth alone; rial organic remains ; and not only has he which is simply a diversified miniature form rammed home ; knowing these qualities of his acquaintances by his droll yet forcible
but, when the larger globe of lead was discovered their existence by the micros of the steam engine, the merit of which we the Fuse, we feel that we are promoting the similes : During the O. P. war, whilst a terbrought near it, the small ball was drawn cope, but he has found that they form ex owe almost exclusively to the great moral cause of industry and humanity, by calling ific tumult was raging in front of the house,
aside by the attraction of the large globe. tensive strata of poleschiefer (polishing
the management in their dilemma popped
repeating decimal of modern science, James public attention to it.
The extent of this effect supplied the means slatej at Franzenbad, in Bohemia__ a sub Watt.
upon Incledon as £ an every body’s favorite/
Gipsies.
—
It
is
supposed
that
Gipsies
of comparing the amount of attraction ex stance supposed to have been formed from
to go and pacify them. « I, my dear boy/
took their rise in about the year 1517,
erted by the large globe of lead, with the sediments of fine volcanic ashes in quiet
The remarks of the New-York Gazette, while Selim was settling the government replied Charles,£ I attempt to stop the riot f
I might as well bolt a dobr with4 a boiled car
attraction exerted by the globe of the earth, waters. These animals belong to the geni
suggested by a recent trial in Maine, are of Egypt.—-Great numbers of the ancient
rot.’ Wishing to give a stranger an idea of
and these attractions were evidently the ex us Bacillria, and inhabit silieious shells, the judicious and appropriate.
We commend inhabitants withdrew into the deserts and
a man who was extremely thin, he said,{ His
ponents or representatives of the respective accumulation of which form the strata of them to the sober consideration of our Uni
plains, under one Bingareos, from which leg is a capital leg to clean a flute with.’
weights of the globe of lead and the globe polishing slate. The size of a single indi
versal Philanthropists.—Conn. Courant. they attacked the cities and villages of
of the earth.
The result of this inquiry vidual of these animalcules is about 1288-th
New Monthly.
Let the Law be abolished or enforced— the Nile, and plundered whatever fell in
was the discovery, that the globe of the of a line, or the 3400th part of an inch.
T■ '
'
■■■I«—'...........
'■
earth is five and a half times as heavy as it In the polishing slate from Bilin, in which one or the other.—The miserable woman their way. Selim and his officers per
Tincture oj Lemon Peel.—Ad e^sy and’
Kief, tried lately in Maine, for the murder ceiving that it would be a matter of great
would be, if it were, from the surface to the there seems no extraneous matter, and no
of her own husband by administering poi difficulty to extirpate those marauders, economical way of obtaining and preserving
centre, composed of water. Imagine, then, vacuities, a cubic line contains in round
the flavor of lemon peel, is to' fill a wide
a reservoir of water a mile in length, a mile numbers, 23,000,000 of these animals, and son, and acquitted by the jury, appears to left them at liberty to quit the country, mouthed pint bottle half full of brandy, and
have been not only palpably guilty of the which they did in great numbers, and
in width, and a mile in depth.
This a cubic inch 41,000,000 of them.
The
when you use a lemon pare the rhind off ve
would weigh thirteen hundred and sixty- weight of a cubic inch of the tripoli which crime charged upon her, but proved guilty their posterity is known all over Europe ry thin, and put it into the brandy; in a fbrtt
by the testimony before the Court and Ju by the name of Gipsies.
Many of them1, night it will impregnate the spirit with the
two millions nine hundred and forty-two contains them is 270 grains.
Hence there ry. The only reason assigned for this pre
however, were afterwards incorporated flavor so strongly, that a teaspoonful will be
thousand tons.
If we could add together are 187,000,000 of these animalcules in a
two hundred and sixty-eight thousand mil single grain, or the silieious eoat of one of posterous perjury—for it was nothing else with, and adopted the manners of the enough to give a zest to half a pint.
—is the fact that there is <£ a growing dis people among whom they resided:.
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The Doctors

[From the New Haven Herald.]
Shipwrecks.—An unusual number of
O^A disgraceful riot occurred in New
Baltimore city—Democratic Whig VietoTIMES IN CHARLESTON, S. C.
Shipwrecks have occurred within the last
-An
election
was
held
in
Baltimore,
on
York
city,
on
the
evening
of
Sunday
last,
ry.The following extract of a letter from a
Monday of last week, for the choice of city |occasioned by an Infidel Lecture delivered eight or ten weeks. Some of the details are
true son of New England, for a long time
SATURDAY.
OCTOBER
27,
1838.
distressing
and
heart-rending
in
the
extreme.
_______________
..,-...2^--------- !. . .. „
------ .------ :-------■ ' (officers, which
resulted in the election of j by Fanny Wright. The Lecture was deliv
resident in Charleston, will be read with
The Elections.—It cannot be denied ;Mr. Leakin, the whig nominee for Mayor, by ) ered at Masonic Hall, which was filled to A vast amount of property has been lost. pleasure, and with pain too, by all who can
that the results of the elections recently held ,a majority of 467 votes, and of twenty-one overflowing. The scenes which followed We publish below a few of the many partic sympathize in human suffering, and all who
can appreciate the noblest efforts of human
are, as a whole, unexpectedly adverse to the whigs to the City Councils—being a majority are thus described by the New York Ex- ulars which our exchanges fbrnish :—
benevolence. It is dated—
press
:
—
■
Am.
ship
Kentucky,
from
New
York
for
whigs. Better things were expected. Hopes in each branch and a majority of six on joint
“ Charleston, Sept. 29th, 1838.
the
performance
nearly
New Orleans, wrecked on the Cat Keys, no
“ At the close of
were entertained that the people had aroused ballot. The Baltimore Chronicle, in refer
“ I have been all alone this week, except
an hour was consumed before the male por lives lost. Cargo valued at 300,000 dollars,
from their lethargy and were prepared and ence to this result, says
my oldest son, who stays while I go to get
It “ shows con tion of the audience retired from the Hall. mostly saved, though much of it damaged.
determined to redeem the country from the clusively that, but for the violence which By this time the crowd without had increas
Am. ship Havana, Ellis, from New York1, something to eat. Yesterday we did not
I think rny clerk would live through the day,
dominion of the corrupt administration now prevented a fair election on the 3rd of Octo ed to a most fearful extent—not less than for Havana, totally wrecked on the north of I but a good change has taken place, and
Abqco,
none
of
the
crew
lost,
part
of
the
;
10,000
persons
were
assembled
in
front
of
in power. These hopes have been partially ber, Mr. Steele would have obtained in Balti
I strong hopes are now indulged of his recovethe building. A large number of females,
(
disappointed J—but we confidently believe more a sufficient udajority to elect him the i who (to their shame be it said) had attended cargo saved in a damaged state.
Am. brig Victory. Dunham, from Pensa-(*7 Yesterday was fast day ; I went to the
™
j Hospital, forty-five sick
’ for
’ "
that when the causes of these unexpected re Governor of Maryland.”
* *
* “ The I the lecture, now attempted to effect their cola,
New York,
’____ , was
. totally lost on Cat ) C17 Temporary
were
in
it,
men
and women, the women up
sults have been fully developed, it will be money of the g<overnment was wanting, and ( egress.
This movement was not effected Keys, (Bahama.) Manual Portland, James
stairs and the men down.—It is a shocking
shown that they Uave been brought about no hired bullies appeared at the polls to pre 1 without the most degrading insult, and par Manning and a boy, passengers, were lost,’ sight to see the poor creatures all stretched
the remainder of the passengers and crew,
tial and personal violence from the mob.
by the grossest frauds,—by the desperate ef vent the aged, infirm, or timid, from deposit
’ on cots in one long room, writhing under the
The bonnet of each female was upturned after suffering great privations for 28 hours
Some
forts and unprincipled measures of our oppo ing their ballots.”—This is said to be the first as she passed, and the most disgusting epi on the wreck, were taken oft' and brought to powerful arm of this fell disease.
<3
i have died in 24 hours—some in 48—but
nents. We know how it was in Maine. time the whigs of Baltimore have succeeded thets applied to each passer by, the crowd ea Nassau.
The cargo and specie to the
they usually die the sixth or seventh day.
gerly searching for the object of their in amount of ,$30,000 lost, together with every
The most unblushing interference on the in carrying a charter election.
Among them are Italians, Irishmen, Spancreased
and excited passions. At length the thing belonging to passengers and crew.
.
part of office-holders—open and direct bri
17...... u.........., Englishmen, Germans,
Am.
brig
Allas,
Deering,
from
Portland
i
lar(
H Frenchmen,
heroine of the hour made her appearance ;
M
assachusetts
.
—
The
nominations
for
Here a poor
bery—illegal voters—every species of politic
<?■“;
as she passed down the staircase and the for HavauS, wrecked on Jon Key. George | &e. » wel1 “s
i some town
in Massachusetts or
....... ...........
al chicanery and fraud were brought to bea r Members of Congress, in Massachusetts, are long passage way, no symptoms of personal Blackstone, seaman, lost: remainder of the | ^liow
Connecticut, lying next to a swarthy Span
against us Unless the people are sadly want completed. The whole whig delegation in violence were exhibited, but the feelings of crew saved ; likewise a part of the cargo, in iard or a heavy moulded Dutchman,—there
the
assemblage
were
manifested
by
means
of
a
damaged
state.
the
present
Congress,
—
with
the
exception
of
ing in independence as well as moral principle,
the polite and agile Frenchmen or Italian,—
groans, loud and deep. As the fair Fanny
The Brunswick (Ga.) Advocate states that ! receiving support, sympathy and all that
the outrages upon their rights, the interference Messrs. Phillips and GrenneTl, who declined
reached th^ street door, the crowd made a it is reported that between 30 and 40 vessels ( money, science ami religious consolation can
in the freedom of elections, the measures cal a nomination,—have been nominated for re simultaneous rush toward her.
Being sur were lost “ upon the Bahama Banks on the )
I provide from the warm and noble-hearted
culated tostrikea death blow to our dearest in election. Mr. Salstonstall has been selected rounded hy tfie police, she was in a measure 7th of September, and the hurricane is repre
Carolinians.—As a patient convalesces be is
stitutions and privileges, which have been in place of Mr. Phillips, and Mr. Alvord in protected"from violence; but yet so great sented to have been more terrific than was taken next door to the Medical College,
was the pressure that she was lifted from her ever before known even in those lattitudes.
place
of
Mr.
Grennell.
In
the
4th
District,
( where they have all the little nice resioraemployed by our opponents, will meet with
feet and forced along the walk to the corner No particle of canvass could withstand the
( lives and attentions they require.
Bishop
a stern rebuke.
Honest men, be they of‘ now represented by Mr. Parmenter, (V. B.) of Anthony street.
Down this street her force of the gale ahd the survivors represent
England (Catholic) has a hospital in which
what party they may, will not countenance the whigs have nominated Nathan Brooks, supporters were forced, and watchmen form that the bare masts and spars were blown out
there are a good many.
To realize what
ing a double line cordon for a moment stay of staunch and new vessels. And besides
such transactions.—The administration par Esq. of Concord.
death and disease are, you must visit such a
ed the violence of the mob, till she was plac the extraordinary horrors of shipwreck upon
place ; where the blood is oozing in streams
ty, however, are attaching altogether too
is stated in the Lockport (N. Y.) ed in a coach, which was fortunately at a desert shore, many of the numerous surviv from the mouths of some, and the sheets and
much importance to their late triumphs.
hand, and hurried ofl, homeward bound,
Courier, that the Post-master at Lewiston re amid the shouts and imprecations of the ors of the wrecks upon the Florida coast, af bedding saturated with it as it flows from
They are claiming more than belongs to
ter their escape from the horrible battle of
cently administered the oath to a Clerk as multitude, thousands of whom followed her the elements, only reached the land to meet their bodies, ami the dreadful metallic smell
them, and shouting longer and louder than the
of the calomel, that penetrates your very
follows :—“ I solemnly swear 1 will support even to the door of her lodgings.
a more frightful death in massacre by the In brain ; and the strong and weak men as help
occasion warrants them in doing.—It may be
The
scenes
of
violence
did
not
end
here;
dians of Cape Florida.”
the Constitution of the United States and
less as infants; some calling on their distant
well to review the results of the recent elec
Several females who were at the time pass
The Advocate furnishes the following list friends whom they never will see more,
Martin Van Buren.”
This seems to be
ing on the west side of Broadway, were as
tions, and ascertain how the figures stand.
crying in their agony—this, this, is death.
hardly credible, and yet the Courier says it sailed by a band of ruffians and shamefully of disasters :—
Elections for Congressmen have occurred in
This is a sight enough to melt the stoutest
The
French
Brig
Courier
de
Tampico,
has the authority of a responsible citizen for treated. Two of their number, viz: Wm.
heart.
eleven States, which choose ninety-three
the statement.
We are indeed quaffing Taylor and John H. Miller, were secured by Jule Julian, from Havana, bound to Bor
I am almost proud that my children were
members. We give below a recapitulation
the watch and safely lodged in Bridewell. deaux, with a cargo of sugar, segars, &c.,
deeply from the cup of moral and political
horn in Carolina. There is a noble spirit of
Excitement and violence seemed now to was driven ashore in the night of the 7th,
of the members elected, compared with a re
degradation ; and when a majority of the .reign
_.o„ ...
_______ j quarter.
_____ ..
_______
. a
about twelve miles north of Cape Florida humanity here that will ever make them
in every
Officer
Benjamin
capitulation of the delegations returned from
proud, and more justly so, of their native
people can witness incidents like this without Hays, with a friend, was passing down Pearl j light—only seven but of sixteen souls saved ;
State. I do not believe there is a city in this
the same States in 1836 :—
Brig
and "Cargo totally
lostthe survivors)
street,
and
when
near
the
corner
of
Centre
j
"
"
“
......
alarm, or can support those guilty of such
) known world where there is more practical
1836.
1838.
street, they encountered a mob of one hun rescued from the devouring ocean were soon I
practices for the high places in the land, we
I religion, or so much Samaritan like conduct,
visited
by
a
large
party
of
armed
Indians,
j
dred persons, who had assembled seemingly
There are people going
W. V. B. may well despair of the perpetuity of our in with the determination to end the night in who spared their lives because they Were as 1 find here.
w. V. B.
about all day, hunting up the sick and the
1
2
3
Louisiana
riot and confusion. Mr. Hays, with accus Frenchmen, saying, that they only killed
stitutions.
destitute, pouring oil into their wounds. In
3
1
2
Illinois*
tomed daring and promptitude, rushed into Americans.
2
2
Missouri
The brig Aina, Thomas, of Portland, Me., our very small summer population, (this
Vermont.—The Legislature of Vermont the midst of the rioters, and at the imminent
summer) most of our richest citizens are
1
4
1
Vermont]
met at Montpelier on the 12th inst. In the peril of his own life, secured two of the ring from St. Jago, went ashore about the same absent. Notwitstanding which, near four
6
2
2
6
Maine
leaders, Alexander Fanning and David time and near the same place. Every man on
Senate, the Lt. Governor took his seat as
6
6
New Jersey
Knapp, who, with the aid of the watchmen, board, except one, a Dutchman, was massa thousand dollars have been raised in the dif
8
1
Presidentin the House, Solomon Foot, were safely lodged in prison, and the mob cred by the Indians. He was spared at the ferent churches in a single Sabbath, out of a
9
Georgia
2
7
7
2
South Carolina
time of the general slaughter, and subse white population not near so large as your own.
the democratic whig candidate, was chosen then dispersed.”
The City Guard, out of eighty men, has
1
1
Arkansas
quently hid himself in the hold of the brig.
Speaker,
on
the
first
ballot,
having
147
of
The Citadel Guard
8
11
11
8
Ohio
During all one day and night the Indians already lost twenty-six.
02^
Nine
steamboats
left
the
harbor
of
225 votes.
Four or five English
18
10
17
11
Pennsylvania
kept up a horrible pow wow aboard the brig ; has also lost many.
The official returns of the votes for Gover Buffalo, N. Y. one day last week, for the there were about fifty in number.
The next Captains have died, and a great many
50
43
46
46
nor were canvassed by the two Houses, in Far West, having on board at least fifteen day the Indians left the brig for a short time, I American seamen, Captains and Males.
when the poor man crept out from his hi These principally die in the Marine Hospi
Showing a whig gain of three Members, and Convention, on the first day of the session. hundred passengers.
ding place, discovered and hailed the wreck tal. There are seven four-story brick stores
making a difference, in the relative strength of The result was declared to be as follows :—
at one point in King st. where a few weeks
0^=*A Western editor declares that he ing sloops America and Mount Vernon, and
parties, of six.
S. H. Jennison (whig! 24,738 ; W. C. Brad
by them was taken off, the Indians again ap since a hundred men were employed.—For
shall
again
have
to
feed
his
horse
upon
ex

The House consists of 242 members—150 ley (V. B.) 19,194 ; Scattering 37
showing
pearing in sight after he had left the brig. ten days past there has been but four or five.
The rest have gone away, have died, or are
remain to be elected. Of these 55 will be a whig majority of 5507 ; an increased vote, change papers, unless some of his subscri The Indians will wreck the brig.
[We are happy to be able to state there are sick. It is the gloomiest time I ever saw in
chosen during the two first weeks in No compared with that at the election in 1837, bers bring in some oats !
.two more survivors of the wreck of the Ai Charleston. Only thirteen passengers have
vember, in the states of Massachusetts, New of 3971, and an increase of 985 in the whig
A contemporary recommends Tomato na, who are now on board the Madison at come down on the Rail-road from as far as
Yor|<, Delaware and Mississippi.
port, viz: Eleazer Wyer and Samuel Branchville, Aiken and Augusta, for four
majority.
pies as equal to fine’gooseberry pies. “ Every ' this
Cammett, both of Portland. Wyer was shot weeks past. The few passengers who come
The Senate balloted 15 times, on Friday of
*Mr. Casey, elected as a conservative, is set
one to his taste,” &c.—We have no fellowship through the thigh and hand, but has nearly here from the North are immediately sent
down as a whig, and it is believed with proprie last week, for a U. S. Senator, in place of Mr.
off in extra cars. The fever is waning for
with this much puffed Tomato and respect recovered.]
ty
he is opposed to all the chimerical experi
ments of the administration and was elected over Swift whose term of service expires on the fully doubt all the stories about its palatable
The sloops Alabama, Dread and Caution want of subjects. Almost all who are sub
a Van Buren Sub-Treasury candidate who took 4th of March next, but without effecting a ness, &c. &c.
of Mystic, bound to this port drove ashore ject to it are gone—got well, or have died.
the field against him.
and were lost in the same^gale.
The only —There cannot be more than five hundred
choice. In the House five ballotings were
survivor
yet
ascertained
is
Joseph
Noble. now left who are subject to it, with the ex
tl vacancy in Vermont.
had ;—no choice.
Farther balloting was
A man named Henry Daman murdered
A poor Jew arrived
| They went ashore near the French Brig ception of children.
South Carolina.—The election for mem then postponed, by a vote of both Houses, to his wife, a few days ago, in Rutland, Vt. by I Courier. Noble escaped from the Indians from New York a few days ago, and died
cutting her throat. The house where the ) and joined the French crew. When the In with the fever in three or four days. Severbers of Congress in South Carolina, on the Tuesday, 23d inst.
horrid tragedy occurred “ was characterized dians came up with the French crew hei al others have met the same fate in a few
second Monday in the present month, re
( days after their arrival.”
The right spirit.—The whigs in New as one of ill fame
a “jug of rum” was l passed himself off as one of their number,
sulted in the choice of7 administration men
Hampshire are preparing for the next brought into the room—the husband drank and thus saved his life. Noble has arrived at
The Bedouin Arabs Outdone.—A few days
The two latter
and 2 democratic whigs.
spring’s campaign.—A Convention has al of it two or three times—a controversy fol this place, and gives the names of the per) ago, as a Dutch baker was driving his bread
sons on board the sloops—all of whom are cart over the brick bridge which crosses
Gen. Waddy
are John Campbell and
ready been called for Rockingham Council lowed between the husband and the wife— doubtless lost except himself.
Thompson, both members of the present
the Washington Canal near the residence
lor District, to be held at Epping on the 22d
The schooner Caroline, of Key West, ly’ of Mr. Thomas Blagden, hist horse beand the husband, while his wife was in bed,
Congress. Mr. Campbell is re-elected by a
ing at anchor, at Caezar’s Creek, during the' came suddenly frightened, and mounted with
November. The Dover Enquirer, in allu
procured a razor and cut her throat from ear
majority of 456 votes, and Mr. Thompson—
gale drove from her moorings out on the
sion to the next election, has the following
j his fore feet on the side wall, which suddenly
to ear, and then made an unsuccessful at reef, struck and sunk.
Master and crew all
(in Mr. Calhoun’s District)—by a majority of
giving way, the horse, cart, and driver were
spirited remarks :—
tempt to take his own life. The murderer lost.
1025 votes.
precipitated into the canal, which is about
“ Whatever may be the result in other
The schooner Caledonia, --------- -, from
has been committed fortrial.
Such are the
forty feet below the bridge ; and yet wonder
states—whether prosperous or adverse—the
Havana,
bound
to
New
Orleans
with
a
car

Ohio.—The Locofoco candidate for Gov Twenty-Five Thousand Whigs of New effects of a single “ jug of rum.”
ful to tell, neither the driver, the horse, nor
go of sugar, coffee and segars, was totally
the cart was in any way injured. After suchi
ernor is chosen.
Eight whigs and eleven Hampshire owe it to themselves and their
lost on the Coloradoes, on or about the 8th
an exploit as this, will any one pretend to de
The Fever raged at Charleston, S. C. with
Locos are elected to Congress. The State cause, to stand fast and stand firm—never to
September. Fate of the crew unknown.
ny that the Dutch are a matchfor all the world
A brig, bottom upwards, has drifted on
Senate, it is probable, will be equally divided, lay down their arms or relax an inch of the unabated violence, at the last dates from that
Phil. Gaz.
ground which they have gained, so long as city. 51 deaths occurred during the week shore at Kitty Haw Banks, about 30 miles at ground and lofty tumbling
and in the Assembly the whigs have 34 and
principles are worth fighting for and patriot ending on the 6th inst., 38 of which were by south of Currituck Inlet.
the Locos 38.—In 1836, the Locos had a ma ism is any thing more than a name.”
An article under the editorial head of the
Ship Havana, Ellis, master, wrecked north
the Stranger’s Fever.
jority of 2 in the Senate and 10 in the
of Abaco,—crew saved—most of cargo lost. Augusta4 News Teller’speaks of the potatoe
Representatives.—The Age publishes
Schr. Telfair, of New York, lost with most trade up the Kennebec, where they raise the
House.
fine article in abiindance as follows :
Five Steamboats were sunk, on the Mis of her cargo, passengers and crew saved.
a list of Representatives elected to the Leg
The whigs throughout the Union will be
Schrs.
Franklin,
String,
of
Philadelphia;
sissippi,
during
the
two
weeks
preceding
the
The Potatoe Trade.—For the last fortnight
islature of this State, in all the towns and
gratified to learn that Mr. Bond, whose speech,
districts except six.
According to the Age, 8th inst. One of them was got up again. Butterfly, of Baltimore ; Polly, of Wilming our farmers have been, and still are doing a
giviug an exposition of the abuses in our Gov
ton ; all lost, with nearly their whole cargoes, very great business in selling potatoes for the
73 democratic whigs and 107 Locofocos have Three of the boats were insured for $46,500. —crews saved.
western markets, where the crop has been cut
ernment, delivered during the last session of
been elected ; in five districts no choice has All of them had valuable cargoes on board.
The Revenue Cutter Campbell and the off by the drought. All the business towns on
Congress, has been so extensively published,
the river are lively with the loaded teamsand
been effected, and in one no election was
has been triumphantly re-elected.
(jjT’A Mr. Carle, of Wellsburg, Va. lost United Slates Schooner Wave, then lying in their merry drivers. Thus far the price has
our harbor, immediately upon hearing of the
held.'
his life on the 28th ult. by descending into a disastrous intelligence above given, got un averaged from 36 to 40 cts. per bushel—a gen
Pennsylvania.— Porter’s majority over
der way and proceeded for the Cape.
It is erous price indeed. Farmers here can make
Statistics.—The value of the agricultur well charged with foul air.
Ritner is nearly nine thousand, according to
to be hoped, if there should be any wander money by raising potatoes at a shilling a bush
al products which annually descend the
There are 188 students -receiving instruc- ing survivors left, they may speedily be res el in the market.
the Van Buren accounts. At the Guberna
A financial citizen of this town has made a
Mississippi river is estimated at seventy mil- tjon at Brown University, Providence, R. I. tored to their friends.
torial election in 1835, (when Ritner was
calculation, that [here will be three hundred
lions.—The property annually transported viz
Seniors 39 ; Juniors 56 ; Sophomores
The
boats
of
the
U.
S.
schooners
Madison,
elected by a plurality of the votes,) the Van
thousand dollars in cash brought into Kenne
on the Erie Canal amounts to sixty-seven 45 ; Freshmen 43 ; Students on the partial Wave and Campbell, examined the Keys in bec river this fall, and distributed among the
Buren majority exceeded 12,000—showing
the
vicinity
of
the
Cape-,
in
the
hope
of
res

millions—from which the State Treasury de course 5.
growers of potatoes. This will be quite a
a whig gam of between three and four thous
cuing survivors, but we regret to say that,
help. We suppose all other parts of the State
rives a revenue of $1,614,000.—In 1798, the
with
the
above
exception
of
the
two
survi

and. The whigs have elected eleven mem
The market in Philadelphia is glutted vors of the Aina, none are known to be sav share measurably with this region, in the
property west of the Alleghanies (in the
bers of Congress and the Locos seventeen.—
good fortunes of the potatoe trade.
American Union) was estimated at twenty- with Eastern Potatoes. 50 cents per bushel ed. The boats of the Wave and Campbell
The State Legislature, at the opening of the
six millions—now the property in the same cannot be obtained and there are 11,000 attacked a party of 15 Indians, who were
Flour.—It is said that the Southern spec
session, will be politically divided as follows :
plundering the French brig, but succeeded in
territory is valued at twelve hundred mil bushels on shipboard.
ulators are trying exceedingly hard to get up
whig Senators 22 ; Locos 11 ; whig Repre
killing but four of their number.
an excitement and make people believe that
lions.
sentatives 52, Locos 48. The seats of two
O^A meeting of the York County Anti
flour is scarce.
It’s no go—people know
Six thousand men are employed on the
Senators and eight Representatives, (all
Slavery Society will be held at South Ber
A Man Murdered by his Grandfather.— better than that.—Bangor Meeh. Far.
public works (rail-roads and canals) in Indi
whigs) returned from Philadelphia county,
wick village, on Tuesday and Wednesday, Benjamin Alexander, aged ninety, during an
ana.
Agriculture in Maine.—The culture ofgrain
altercation in the suburbs of Mobile, a few
will probably be contested, with what re
Nov. 13th and 14th.
nights since, with his grandson Thomas and garden vegetables now absorbs a great
The works of Internal Improvement in
sult is uncertain.
Hamilton, aged 24, both being drunk, stab portion of the attention of the Maine farmers,
progress in the States of Ohio, Indiana, Illi
Thanksgiving in Connecticut 29th No bed the latter in the abdomen, causing death. according to the observations of Mr. Colman,
nois and Michigan, will cost, it is estimated,
editor of the New England Farmer, who has
The murderer is committed.
New Jersey.—-The official returns of the when completed, forty-eight millions of dol vember.
lately made a tour of 500 miles through the
election in this State give the whigs the mem lars.
State.—One farmer raised 1100 bushels of
Ordination.—Mr. Paul S. Adams was or
Independent Treasurers.—The defaulters wheat on 31£ acres. Capital wheat land is to
bers of Congress and the majority of the State
dained as an Evangelist, at Sanford, on the among the receivers of Land Sales at the
be had at $150 the acre.
The ruta baga
Legislature. The majority for the whig Con
(£jjr’At the Gubernatorial election in Mary
19th ult. Sermon by Rev. L. Colby.
west alone, up to January 17, 1838, amount (Swedish turnip) and potatoe are now very
gressional ticket is 95
the Councillors elect land, the whig majority in Baltimore has 125.
ed to sixty one persons, .and the amount of extensively cultivated. The sea coast is most
are 10 whigs and 7 locos—Assemblymen, 33 At the election for Mayor of Baltimore, about
A man died recently, in England, of a the people’s money they have made way favorable to wheat. The muscle shell beds
million of dollars
’ is
’ over one.........................
1 !This
whigs to 20 locos ;—whig majority on joint a week afterwards, the whig majority was 467. most excruciating disease-—pronounced by I with,
and other marine substances make excellent
ballot 16. This secures the election of a whig Difference 342. The Van Buren Governor Sir Astley Cooper 10 be the Glanders, caught is Ea c'ass of men^to whom the saje keeping manure. A great deal of hay is produced.
and disbursement of
„
•
T P
. .
of the entire revenue of the The average quantity of wheat on an acre is
Governor (who is chosen by the Legislature was chosen by a majority of 311 votes from a Horse 1 His face was entirely eaten country js to be entrusted.
30 bushels.—Indian corn is an uncertain crop.
only.
and a whig U. S. Senator.
away and his body was one mass of sores !
Northern Courier.
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VERY LATE FROM ENGLAND.
The New Jersey Frauds.—The New Jersey
L.
~
2 '. ' inst.
i
In Sanford,
24th
Capt. Thomas S. EmE- To the Honorable the Court of County Com
By the Ship Hibernia.
State Gazette furnishes the following particu- ey, aged 49 years
missioners, within andfor the County of
PRÖBATE^NOTICEK
[From the N. Y. Com. Adv. of Tuesday.]
in
Miss Elizabeth H. Gerrish,
lars concerning the Millville poll in Cumber' South-Berwick,
°
York :
By the ap'ival of the transient ship Hiber land county, which has been properly reject aged 20 years, daughter of the late Alphonzo
UMBLY represent the undersigned, At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, with
nia, London papers of September 27th, and ed by the clerk of tbat county :
Gerrish of Dover.
your petitioners, inhabitants of the
in and for the County of York, on the first
In
Biddeford,
12th
inst.
Mr
James
Johnson,
noblest effolu if’ * Liverpool of the 28th, have been received —
“ But there is another and far more seri- airei
towns of Wells, York and South Berwick, in
Monday of October, in the year of our
66 years ; and on the 14th, Mrs. Susannah
being eight days later advices than those ous difficulty involved in the question of the jaged
ohason;hi8 wifQ, aged 64 years.
........
B dated—
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty eight, by
' ’mson, his wife, aged 64 years. Both were in said county, that a new road leading from
brought by the Royal William.
Millville return ; and there is great reason to ! terred in the same grave on the 15th.
Aaron Maxwell’s house, in said Wells, a
the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
oeston, Sept. 29th, I83s
The Hibernia has made a remakably quick
fear
that
more
freemen
will
be
defrauded
of
L.
,
a
^
UIIU
mr
i
'
In
Saco,
20th,
Miss
Sarah
Key
;
child
of
Mr.
westerly course until it intersects the Tat>1 alone this week o ' passage of 24 days.
Q'ÔUVt *
their elective franchise by receiving the return,' David McCholic, ao-ed 2 years ; Miss Elizabeth
OSIAH THOMPSON and Joseph Thomp
o stays while 1
From the want of consecutive files our ad than by rejecting it. It is declared upon oath, H. Murphy, aged 20 years. — Drowned, on Sun- nick road, so called, leading to Doughty’s
jcai Ö, — £7/1/O7ZCÜU/, VII OlinFalls in North Berwick, would be of great
son, named executors in a certain in
•
Yesterday we din
vices are of course imperfect, and present by Noah Sheldon, a constable of Millville, day last, by ? the upsetting
of a boat, Granville, public benefit, utility and convenience, by
strument purporting to be the last will and
old live thniugh
nothing of very striking interest. The most that he ‘ challenged the first person that offer son of Mr. Joseph Sweetsir, aged 18 years.
reason of the present inconvenient and very Uistuinexn of Joseph Thompson, Into of York,
ge has taken nla(.o y! important intelligence is that relating to the
In Acton, Jonathan Young, Esq. aged 65 years. circuitous route now travelled and establish
ed to vote that he suspected of being an alien,
in said county, esquire, deceased, having
grain market in England.
At
sea,
on
board
brig
Otter
ol
Portsmouth,
that the judge of election, and one of the in
They therefore presented the same lor probate :
is last (lay . I we|ll
Mr. Edward Mendum of Kittery, aged 40 years. ed between these places.
The Grain Market.—Since the sailing of spectors, then decided in favor of taking alORDERED—That the said executors
At Newbury, Mass. Miss Charlotte Lord, for pray your Honors to grant a view of said
loapnal,
w,
bens’ votes ; he afterwards challenged severroute for a new road, and that such pro give notice to all persons interested, by caus
merly of Berwick, aged 72 years.
>d women, the St the Royal William there had been a very
price
of
’
’
tbat
be
knew
to
be
illegal
votes,
but
the
Near Sing-Sing, N. Y. 13th inst. Com. John ceedings may be had on the premises that ing a copy of this order to be published
i down.-_ 'v°<nen i||j considerable fall in the average price of
',
ls ,a sishocking wheat, from 73 shillings and a traction to 64 ! most of them were received as legal.’
Orde Creighton, of the U. S. Navy, an officer of the road prayed for may be laid out and es three weeks successively in the Kenne
'or erealures
fllures a)1
all streij shillings
-------------.
and 2 pence, caused partly by the | “ Josiah Shaw also swears that he was pres- sterling merit.
tablished as a public highway.
bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that
Lb'isi’r
‘ 4 favorable
....
prospects of the harvest, hut prin- i ent at the late election held in Millville, ‘ and
NATHANIEL KIMBALL,
they may appear at a Probate Court to be
I|1(. nr! ,
aSe- Some
S* cipally by the large quantity taken out of heard the inspectors of said election, [or a ma—
and 74 others.
held at North Berwick, in said county, on
SHIP NEWS,
honrs-some in 48 . ibondat the minimum rate of duty.
The*
°f them} decide that they would take and
the first .Monday of December next, at ten
he sixth or seventh i|ay i price had risen again, however, l
KENNEBUNK, OCT. 27, 1838.
and
. .. on
. ........... f'^cewe the votes of aliens: Lewis Mulford,
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
STATE OF MAINE.
, ldFnMi 1 riSh,nen' Sl* I 26th there was a brisk demand for the article , Jr., the township clerk, also swears ‘ that there
York, ss—
if any they have, why the said instrument
MEMORANDA.
were
twenty-three
tickets
received
into
the
i!in bond.
Capitalists were ready to purSaco, Oct. 18.—Ar. Sch. Charles, Hill, Au Al the regular session of the County Commis should not be proved, approved, and allowed
I
the
box
by
voters
that
he
believed
to
be
aliens,
chase almost any quantity that might be I
sioners of the County of York, begun and as the last will and testament of the said de
gusta ; 19th, sch. Phaeton, Pike, Boston; 21st,
brought to Market, on the calculation that and five others that he thought were illegal sch. Packet, Hill, do, ; 22d, s chs. Molly, Chase.
held at Alfred, within andfor said County ceased.
; nex 10 n svvanhj gj he stocks will be exhausted early in the votes.’
Providence ; Franklin,—
,Thomaston.—Sid'
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
of York, on the second Tuesday of October,
“ Such are the facts, as sworn to by the Oct. 19th, schs. Elizabeth, Leavitt, Boston ;
i p",.1
A true copy,—Attest,
Spring, and that prices will then be very
A. D. 1838 :
gentlemen named, the affidavits of whom have Marcia, Smith, do.; 20th, sip. Henry, Farris, Nan
John Skeele, Register.
i hinh.
N the foregoing petition, Ordered that
October 6.
The deficiency ofthe present harvest was been presented to th,e clerk of Cumberland.” tucket ; schs. Vesta, Prime, Marblehead ; Echo,
the Petitioners notify all persons and
i
i• •
v
iiiai
Jordon, Boston ; 22d, sch. De Wolf, Waterhouse,
id religious consolatjorj Ca|| istimated by some at 25 per cent, below an
corporations interested, that said Commis
At a Court of Probate held at Limerick,
It is stated that Mr. Kilgore, a Conserva Columbia, Texas ; sip. Joseph, Tarbox, Ipswich ;
! warm and noble^ iverage crop ; but this'was thought too large«i
schs. Henry, Clark, Bath ; Charles, Hill, Boston. sioners will meet at the Inn of Aaron Max
within and for the County of York, on the
tive
member
of
Congress
from
Ohio,
has
re

a patient convalesces he ¡s pi) estimate, and that 10 per cent, would be
first Monday of October, in the year of
Cid. at Boston, 20th, barque Bohemia, D. Na well, in Wells in said county, on the twenti
r
Medial
iiearer the mark.
This would make the de signed his seat, Mr. Swearingen, a Sub
eth
day
of
November
next,
at
ten
of
the
our Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-eight,
Treasury man, having been chosen from his son, jr., Turks Island.
1111 "e llllle Hiceni ficit about 1.500,000 quarters of wheat.
clock in the forenoon, and will then proceed
by the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
Brig Lima, Nason, of this port, from Cronstadt
"'«y Wire. fa, I The amount of wheal taken out of bond district to the next Congress.—Boston Adv.
for New York, was seen 19th inst. lat. 41 30, Ion. to view the route for the highway prayed for,
of said Court : '
■7 has a hospital in i When the duty fell to one shilling, was
and immediately after said view will, in some
66.
OHN MOODY, named executor in
Whig Triumph in Wisconsin complete.—
many.
T
"
*■' fbStit 1,000,000 of quarters—the total annual
1° realize
Ent. inwards at London, 24th ult. Nimrod, convenient place in the vicinity, hear
a certain instrument, purporting to
The Louisville Journal, Oct. 10th, says :
are, you must visit
lon'sumpuon being estimated at 12,000,000.
the petitioners and those opposed to the
Cbadbourne, from New Orleans.
be the last will and testament of John
The latest papers from Wisconsin fully con
blood is oozing ins»! Great efforts had been made to obtain sup
Ar. at Antwerp, 29th Aug. Swiss Boy, Blaisdell, prayer of said petition.—Said notice to be
Moody, late of Lebanon, in said county, de
fl some, and the sheets ind ©lies of grain from the Baltic and Mediter- firm our former intelligence as to the complete Trinidad.
by causing an attested copy of said peti
Sid. from Cadiz, 11th ult. Vernon, Murphy, tion and this order thereon to be published ceased, having presented the same for pro
with it as it flows Im® Jtanean countries, and from the United States, triumph of the Whigs of that Territory both
bate :
the dreadful metallic smell iput the quantities obtainable from these sour- in the Congressional and Legislative elec Boston.
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
ORDERED—That the said executor
that penetrates your v(jj -les were much smaller than had been antici- tions.
Gazette, a newspaper printed at Kennebunk, give notice to all persons interested, by caus
in
said
county
;
by
causing
the
County
At

ong and weak menasliiyated ; and it seems clear that the people of
Sheriffs Sale,
ing a copy of this order to be published
O'-r^The White Mountain Algis states
AKEN on original writ and will be sold torney of said county, and the town Clerks three weeks successively in the Kenne
ome calling on their d'ls^lpf England must submit to a permanent high
that
a
fellow
is
confined
in
Lancaster
jail
for
>ey never will see more4r’ee’ al -east trough the coming year,
on execution, at the store of Hawley of the towns of Wells, York and South Ber bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that
wick, in said county, respectively to be they may appear at a Probate Court to be
agony—this, this, is deali, The advice from Hamburg of Sept. 15, was stealing oxen, who boasts that he voted the
A. Keay in Lebanon, in the county of York,
ough to melt the stoufe, br>^ demand, attended with very consider- loco foco ticket in three towns at the late on Saturday the 29th day of December next, served with like copies, and by posting up held at Alfred, in said county, on the first Mon
! Lie increase of price.
j election in Maine. This is the way the to all the right which Caleb Emery, of said the same in three public places in each of day of November next, at ten of the clock in
the first of said publications the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
Lebanon, has to redeem the following des said towns
roud that my childrenA letter from Dantzic, dated the 17th of nes did it!—Dover Enquirer.
cribed real estate, situate in Lebanon afore and each of the other notices to be thirty have, why the said instrument should not
There is a noble spiriioj September, £'ves a Poor account of crops in
An Old One.—The sloop Fancy renewed said, and bounded as follows :—Easterly by days at least, before the said twentieth day be proved, approved, and allowed as the last
that will ever make M°*an<l- The weather bad been fine, and the
justly so, of their naim'lvbeat harvest got in, but it was estimated to her register ami coasting license to-day—she the highway leading from Berwick to Ac of November.
will and testament of the said deceased.
Attest, H. H. HOBBS, Clerk.
telieve there is a city itnfele 25 per cent, less than an average crop, having been built at Pembroke in the year ton—Northerly by land of Dr. Alvah Parker
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
Copy.of Petition and order thereon,
We and James Murray, and southerly by the
»re there is more pracWF
rYe was satisfactory in quantity but de 1787, being now fifty one years old!
A true copy—Attest,
Attest, H. H. HOBBS, Clerk.
left Samaritan like couk(,fc'ent
quality>lbe grains being verY stnall doubt whether there are many older vessels lane leading from said Emery’s dwellingJohn Skeele, Register.
house to Mark W. Pray’s house, together
now serviceable in the country.
There are people goiiiil|n^ brbL
October 6.
BOOKS.
with the buildings standing on the same.—
iting up the sick and th The Loudon Chronicle says that the stocks
Boston Mer. Journal.
Also all the right which said Emery has to
ate publications.-How shall i
oiMtito their wounds lilln a!l the Baltic ports had been swept out.
NEW GOODS.
A Cow belonging to Mr. Henry Kent, of redeem the lot of land described as follows,
govern my School ? By E. C. Wines.
summer population^1 mnst be «bserved, however, that the ChronH. GOULD has just received a new
Hints on Popular Education : By E. C. • supply of Goods, among which are
of our richest ciuzeiii«Fle is tbe °^an of lbe rnmistry, is now ag- West Springfield, during 60 days, beginning situated in said Lebanon, bounded east by
tandiug which, ned(4atinS for a rel)ea’ oi corn laws’ an(1 has an in June last, has given 1346 quarts of milk ! the highway aforesaid—north by the lane Wines.
the following :—
Fireside Education : By the author of
have been raised in ibeif 11erest in making the state of things appear average 224 quarts per day ! Largest yield, aforesaid, and westerly by land of George
Black, Blue, Inv. Green and Brown
11 quarts in the morning—in the evening 16 fetacpole.—All of said real estate, above Peter Parley’s Tales.
lasingleSabUnb.oulidL'".'1-“3^8
p
. , . ,
Broadcloths, Habit Cloth, for ladies’ cloaks,
De Tocqueville’s Democracy in America.
io( near so large asyo,™ Al,v,"'es ,rT"
• J«?'1. Alexandria, quarts ! The details of this wonderful yield described, is subject to a mortgage to Mark
Pilot Cloth, Black, Brown, Lavender and
Health and Beauty : By John Bell.
' out ofi’ eighty
IIICI1 Illi I’1, ’ Were tbat f 16
*e baf* r,sen butslow- of milk were last week all laid before the Ag Wood and Ebenezer G. Yeaton.—Condi
d,
men,
Dark Mixed Cassimeres, Hunter’s Cloth,
TIip Cac ,V> a,,d that the crops were expected to be ricultural Society.—Northampton Courier.
tions
liberal, and made known at the time
Morals
and
Manners
:
By Miss Martineau.
ty-six.
r"
7-'^, «horti T]ie pr-lce of wbeat had advanced
Blue, Drab, Lavender Mixed and Oxford
vllMel
and place of sale.
Incidents of Travel in Greece, Turkey,
ay.
Four or five Eujlisi1
Russia and Poland : By the author of Inci Mixed Sattinets, English and German Meri
HAWLEY A. KEAY, D. Sheriff.
apidly
in
the
interior.
The
stock
at
AlexanThe
editor
of
the
Indianapolis
Democrat
lied, and a great niaiiiria was mostly from the Black Sea, and
nos, Crape Camblet, Imitation Goat’s Hair
Sept. 25, 1838.
dents of Travel in Egypt, &c.
m, Captains and Alaml»rne cargoes had arrived from Constantino- advertises that he will receive wood, flour,
do., Worsted do., English and American
The Young Wife : By Dr. Alcott.
bacon,
butter,
lard,
tallow,
chickens,
ducks,
/ die in tbe Marine Hosji/
Prints, English Ginghams, Furniture Patch,
’¡1e, which had been warehoused to await an geese, turkies, eggs, and vegetables of all To the Honorable Court of County Commis
Victims of Gaming.
even four-story brick slow
Rattinet, Highland Plaid Shawls, Merino
sioners
for
the
County
of
York
:
Woman
as
she
should
be
:
By
Rev.
Hub

*dvance in prices.
kinds, in short, every thing except ‘ chips
.ing st. where a few weelii'
<lo., Edinboro’ do., |Fancy
kerchiefs,
1 The English Harvest.—The weather has and whetstones,’ in payment of subscriptions PipHE subscribers, inhabitants of the towns bard Winslow; and Woman in her social and
Brown and Bleached Sbeeiingl and Shirt
men were employed.-—Fa’ominued fine for harvesting, especially in
A
of
York
and
Kittery,
respectfully
rep

domestic
Character
;
By
Mrs.
John
Sand

to his paper.
ings, Drillings, Ticking, Baiting, Wadding
re has been but four or liw|[he North of England and in Scotland. The
resent that the highway leading from the ford.
one away, have died, or are'
County road, near the dwelling house of EHoaryhead : By the author of the Young Colored Cambrics, Padding,^Canvass, White
Leeds Mercury says, “ with very few excepCambrics, Swis^Muslin, ' Bobinet Lace,
jloomiest lime I ever saw ¡jijops every species of corn is fully ripe, and
The late gale.—Portland has suffered se lijah Junkins, in said York, to the County Christian.
ily thirteen passengers liaye|'p'Vpl
Promotion of Domestic Happiness : By M. Woolen Gloves, 'Quality Binding, Twilled
f...iners are busy getting it in.
The verely by the late disastrous gale, as well in road, located from near the dwelling house of
Tape, Black Italian and Canton Sewing
he Rail-road
from as . larm,lops
. .
rops U|
of Mell-ivjr
barley auu
and VHL3
oats are, we uchcvu
believe,, the loss of dear and valuable lives, as in prop John Langley, in York, to Cults’ hill, so call Carey.
Silk, Twist, Linen and Cotton Thread, Cam
ken and Augusta, iW7«!ltber over than under
Memoir of Rev. Elijah P. Lovejoy.
’ the
’ average,
~ and’ will
“1 erty. Of the ten vessels belonging to this port, ed, in Kittery, is narrow, circuitous and in
bric and Lace Inserij^R, Silk and Cotton
! lew passengers whom®,>e reaped -in good• condition,
....but the wheat, which were out in the gale, one only has ar commodious to the public, that the route as
Laws of Etiquette.
Handkerchiefs and C^Wts, Figured Swiss
forth are immediately rthouj;h in rnany p!aces abundant.
’ t, and in rived, SEVEN have been lost, and the fate of j now travelled, is in some places very hilly
Annuals for 1839.—The Religious Sou Muslin, Silk and Cotton Velvets, Vesting,
1 he fever is waning lfcosr perhaps, uninjured,
. .
.
.has • suffered the other two, we believe, is not yet known. and subject to being blocked up by winter
venir : edited by Mrs. Sigourney.—The Gift. Striped Shirting, Bleached
Linen, Kid
Almost all who are saHInough
noj 1 to reduce the crop below an aversnows. We therefore pray your Honors, that -The Violet.
Portland Courier.
Gloves, Coat Binding, Crash, Umbrellas,
e—got well, or have dial ■ge-”
you will view the route, and also pray that
In beautiful bindings.—British Poets ; Corset Lacings, Cotton Flannel, Factory
be more than five himdieil
Served Him Right.—One hundred dollars you will locate a road from said beginning, to Burns’ Poems ; Lady of the Lake ; Lalla Warp, Red Serge, Yellow Flannel, Red do.,
Beyond these accounts of the grain pros
5 subject to it, with the etintersect
said
located
County
road,
near
said
damages
were
lately
recovered
in
the
Superi

pects, we find little of interest in the papers
Cutts’ hill, by the straightest and best route Roohk ; Boquet ; Pope’s Homer ; Language While do., Russia Diaper. Plaid Silk Hand
ren.
A poor Jew arrived
eceived. There had been a radical demon- or Court of Connecticut, by a Mr. Kingsbury
kerchiefs, Brown Linen, Scissors, Pearl But
practicable, as soon as your Honors think of Flowers ; Campbell’s Poems, &c.
a few days ago, and did
tration in Liverpool, but like that attempted against Hezekiah Allen, for selling the Plain
Juveniles.—A great variety—from 1 cent tons, Plush, &c. &c.
three or four days. Sever- i London, it proved a failure.—The nutn- tiff a quarter of unsound and unwholesome convenient. And as in dutv bound will ever
to 1 dollar each.
Hard Ware.
JOSEPH JUNK INS, Jun.
et the same fate in a fa ers present were counted by hundreds in beef—knowing the animal to be diseased pray.
Table Knives and Forks, Butcher do.
and 72 others.
School Books.—A very extensive assort
rrival.”
Read of thousands, and upon these the agita- when it was killed.
Sheath do., Saw Files, Plated Table Spoons,
York, Oct. 1, 1838.
ment.
irabs Outdone.—h few d®i ng eloquence of Mr. Feargus O’Connor pro
Tea do., Iron do., Brittama do.. Vest But
S
tationery
.
—
Almost
every
article
in
this
baker was driving his taiduced no great effect.
tons, Hooks & Eyes, Trunk Locks, Chest
The dealers in Dry Goods, at Lowell, have
STATE OF MAINE.
line usually enquired for.
do., Door do., Pins, Cotton Cards, Brittania
brick bridge which ch»i The most remarkable feature in French entered into a compact, (fifty dollars penalty
York, ss—
Fine Cutlery.—Razors ; Pen, Pocket and Tea Pots, Ink Powder, Ink, Gimblets, Glass
Canal near the iesi(WI olitics just now, is the general movement for each infringement, to be given to some At the regular session of the County Commis
hi'j "horse
Paper, Door Latches, Butts and Screws,
s Blagden, his
horse 1»litif the National Guard of Paris to obtain an charitable institution,) to close their stores on
sioners of the County of York, begun and Jack Knives ; Scissors, &c. &c.
iiuuuiv„,.Extension of the elective franchise ; a move- every Wednesday evening, from Oct. 8,
'ightened, and imounted^
Blank Books—Paper Hangings and Steel Pens, Pocket Books, Wallets, Pocket
held at Alfred, within and for said County of
hich siidH^H1 certa,n^y deserving the praise of disin- 1838, to March 20, 1839. Their object is the
Knives, Razors, Cattle Cards, Slates, Fino
York, on the second Tuesday of October, BORDERS, &C. &C.
he side wall, wh.„.. ¿prestedness, inasmuch as the Guard them- mental and moral improvement derived from
A. D. 1838.
horse, cart, and driver w
Fancy articles.—A handsome assort Saws, Chisels, Hammers, Plane Irons, Razor
dlioplves are already qualified to vote, and it is attendance
.
Straps, Wood Knobs, Spectacles, Looking
on the Lyceum Lectures deliver
N the foregoing Petition, Ordered that ment.
the canal, which is
the bridge ; and yet wondf ir their unqualified fellow citizens tbat they ,ed on those evenings.
the Petitioners notify all persons and
All
of
which will be sold at wholesale or Glasses, &c. &c, &c.
ow come forward. We have no doubt that
corporations interested, that said Commission

r the driver, the horse, ir'
retail,
at very low prices, by
Groceries.
le government will yield, to some extent.
Young Hyson and Souchong Tea, Molas
ers will meet at the dwelling house of Joseph
ny way injured. Aftersix
D. REMICH.
York
Couiaty
Temperance
There
is
nothing
new
from
Spain,
of
any
Junkins, jr. in York, on the third day of De
anyV U1IU
one pretend tod
.. will
Will CUI
Kennebunk, Oct. 16, 1838.
!ses, Sugar, Pork, Loaf Sugar, Cheese, Fine
Coiaveaitiosi.
The Cortes was summoned for
cember next, at ten of the clock in the fore
Salt, Rice, Saleratus, Nutmegs, Cloves, Pi
t are a matchfor all
¿
i.pr
.
». •
a
TjLji fini iß öin OI IN O V O RJ l)Cl «
County Convention of the friends of noon, and will then proceed to view the route
mento, Alum, Starch, Ginger, Tobacco,
1y tumbling f—Phil. Gm
Brooms, Chocolate, Prepared Cocoa, Can
Temperance, will be holden in Alfred, prayed for, and immediately after said view,
The Sub-7reasury System.—We see it
will, in some convenient place in the vicinity,
dles, Soda, Camphor, British Lustre, Olive
on Wednesday the 7th of November next.
ler the editorial head oí# ated in some of the Van Buren papers, that
ISAAC FURBISH
Oil, Cayenne Pepper, Copperas, Sulphur,
Teller’ speaks ol thepoM¡sound currency has been restored, and the The object of the convention will be, to take hear the petitioners and those opposed to the
AS just received a prime assortment of
... &c. &c. &c.
into consideration the cause of’Temperance in prayer of said petition.—Said notice to be by
umebec, where they raise® rosperity of the country has revived, under
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC DRY
the County, to devise and carry into action causing an attested copy of said petition and
—ALSO—
le operation of the sub-treasury system,
midance as follows:
A general assortment of Crockery Ware.
such measures as may be best calculated to this order thereon to be published three GOODS, Hard and Crockery Ware, Groce
•
For
the
last
ibiffllfbis
we
conceive
to
be
a
very
great
mistake,
ries,
&c.
&c.
—
all
of
which
will
be
sold
at
Crade.Kennebunk-port, Oct. 20, 1838.
promote the cause. Each Temperance So weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
pecie
i been and still are doi(ijjHThe resumption of specie payments, and ciety is requested to send two delegates. zette, a newspaper
printed at Kenne fair prices for prompt pay.
essffi’selliu« potatoes for irie partial revival of business consequent
Kennebunk, Oct. 19, 1838.
They will meet for business at 10 A. M., and bunk, in said county; by causing the Coun
, where the crop hasl««'lereto, have taken place sn.ee the adjourn- at 2 P. M.. an address may be expected at the ty Attorney of said County, and the town
T the Westport, Mass. Manufacturing es
It
All the businesstowwent of Congress, and during that period the Congregational Meeting-house.
Clerks of the towns of York and Kittery, in
A Horse for Sale.
tablishment, near New Bedford, three
4v with the loaded tennis®1^treasury system has not been in operasaid county, respectively to be served with
Per order ol the Com. on Tern.
ILL be sold at Auction, on Saturday
or four good families ;—those with girls
rri , r. rLo mice fe'on. The act, which was passed near the
like
copies,
and
by
posting
up
the
same
in
N.
B.
Printers
favorable
to
the
object
in
-rS’/in^lUS ' I rhel-a*ose
*ast session, authorized the reception
the 3d of November, at 3 o’clock would be preferred ; or twelve single female
in the County are requested to give notice of three public places in each’ of said towns ;—
P. M. at the shop of Messrs. Bryant & War

Spinners,
to whom good wages will be given
the first of said publications and each of the ren, a prime HORSE, eight years old, now and paid monthly. 50 cents a side will be
this Convention.
,d° 4Fa
..government, of the notes of all specie payother notices to be thirty days at least, before owned by Dr. B. Smart.
L. SMITH, Chairman.
g potatoes at a s
g
banks. Under this law, the notes of al)
given to Spinners and they can tend six sides.
the said third day of December.
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 23, 1838.
Terms liberal, to suit the purchaser, known Four stout girls are also wanted to Reel by
¡.„•inadeaie sound banks of this city, since the resumpAttest,
H.
H.
HOBBS,
Clerk.
at
the
time
of
sale.
the job, who can make from three to four
izen of this town ’ gon ot specie payments, have been received
Copy of Petition and order,
Kennebunk, Oct. 20,1838.
’ there will be tlnee
payrnent ofduties until the 1st inst., and
dollars per week. There are good tenements
Keiwebtmk Lyceum.
Attest,
H.
H.
HOBBS,
Clerk.
at the factory. For particulars enquire of
The annual meeting of the members of
in cash brought in
a sjrnj|ar manner payments to the governJames Osborn, Kennebunk.
II, and distributetl am Uient have been made in other parts of the the Kennebunk Lyceum, for the choice of
Sherifi
’
s
Sale.
CHRIST’R COATES, Superintendent.
toes. This will
gauntry. Since the 1st of October, the bills officers, &c. will be held, by adjournment,
COST.
York ss..„rFA^hlN in execution, all the
Westport, Mass. Oct. 16, 1838.
ose all other parts o
Banks, which issue notes of less de- at the Counting Room of the Secretary, on
HE subscriber wishing to dispose of his
’
A
right in equity which Sam
|y with this region, pmination than five dollars, are not receiva- Wednesday afternoon, 31st October inst.
stock of Dry Goods, Boots and Shoes uel K. Hutchinson, Samuel Sawyer, Benja
’ the potatoe trade.
L b|Jt tbe bp|s of banks which, since that at 3 o’clock.
A general and punctual at
NOTICE.
immediately ; offers them at cost, and respect
 Melvin and Simeon C. Sargent, all of
min
tendance is requested.
_
ite, issue no small bills are still receivable,
AMUEL MENDUM would inform the
fully invites those in want of such articles, to Sanford in the county of York, manufactur
D. REMICH, Secretary.
said that the Southern t bat feature of the sub-treasury system, theregentlemen of Kennebunk and vicinity,
call and examine.
ers, have to redeem the following Real Es
Kennebunk, Oct. 27, 1838.
K exceedingly hard to ^.¿re, which requires duties to be paid in spe
that he has removed to the room over Mr.
WILLIAM LAIGHTON.
tate,
viz
:
—
certain
pieces
or
parcels
of
Land,
nd make people believe
¡n fact tbe only effective part of it, the aPhineas Stevens’ Shop, where he carries on
Kennebunk, Oct. 26, 1838.
with the buildings, &c. thereon, situate at
It’s no go—po°P,e iption of an exclusive specie currency for
HYMENEAL.
the Tailoring Business in a neat and fash
said
Sanford,
being
all
the
right
existing
in
—Bangor Mech.fy F,ir‘ e government, has not been tried since the
ionable manner, and hopes, by obtaining the
them on the second day of October, A. D.
MARRIED—In Dover, J8th inst. Mr. Abial
Almanacs for 1839.
latest fashions and a strict attention to busi
________________ . .¡.peal of the specie circular.
E. Hamilton, to Miss Betsey Hasty of South Ber
OBERT B. THOMAS’Farmer’s Alma 1837. The whole of which premises were ness, to give satisfaction to those who may
Maine.--The culture ol?’1’
Boston Daily Advertiser.
wick.
'Ll nac. Calculated for the State of .Maine. sold and conveyed to Samuel K. Hutchin
»tables now absorbs a g
---------------------------------patronise him.
In Biddeford, Mr. John M. Goodwin of Saco,
American Almanac ; People’s ; Comic and son and Samuel Sawyer, by Thomas J.
mention of the Mame tar j ^xas.—The treaty of boundary between to Miss Mehitable W., daughter of Thomas
Wanted,
Cutts, on the third day of July, A. D. 1835,
Crockett
’
s
Almanacs
;
observations of Mr. vot“' United Statesand Texas, was recently Day, Esq, of B.
A first rate Journeyman.
and recorded on the 65th and 66th pages of
For
sale
at
the
lowest
prices,
singly
or
in
In South Berwick, 11th inst. Mr. Elisha Good
Kennebunk, Oct. 6, 1838.
w England Fanner,
, ftfied at Washington.
the 152d book in the Registry of Deeds of
quantities, by
D. REMICH.
ur of 500 miles through
---------------win, to Miss Mary Hodgdon.
said
County
of
York,
said
premises
being
Kennebunk, Oct. 24,1838
In Eliot, Mr. Nathan Goodwin, to Miss Eliza
CLAPBOARDS.
mer raised 1100 b»8^ The Texan minister at Washington has
subject to a mortgaged deed to Thomas J.
beth, daughter of Mr. Timothy Ferguson.
CLAPBOARDS for sale
ires. Capital wheat a ^jpveyed to the Secretary of State, the highIn Vassalborough. Mr. William A. Young of
CASE Pennsylvania Slates,—a first rate Cutts. Also one other mortgage deed to
the acre.
The n*
distressing intelligence, that Texas formal- South Berwick, to Miss Dorcas A. Nichols of V. ¿■a article, just received and for sale by
John Storer and John Frost, 2d. all duly re
'
WM. LORD & Co.
) and potatoe are no ■and absolutely' declines being annexed to
corded—and to be sold at public vendue on
D. REMICH.
Kennebunk, Oct. 13, 1838.
ivated. The sea coast >j|e [jnion ! Sour grapes,
the premises, on the first day of December,
Kennebunk, Oct. 24, 1838.
OBITUARY.
sat. Tbe muscle> 8^---------------------A. D. 1838, at two of the clock in the after
PAPER.
DIED In this town, on Saturday last, Dea
IOLIN and Bass Viol strings. A fresh noon. The same having been attached on
,e substances ma«
gy.pon,. hundred bushels of Potatoes
CASES Letter and Writing Papercon
J
ohn Taylor, aged 77 years.
supply,
just
received
by
the
original
writ.
—
Conditions
at
Sale.
■at deal ot nay
^a^ere raised from one acre of land, in Milo, in i
different qualities—just received and for
In this town, on Tuesday last, Mr. Robert
HAWLEY A. KEAY, D. Sheriff. I sale by
*
” D, REMICH
D. REMICH.
antity of wheat
¡n^is slatej the present season.
j Smith, aged 5o years,
Kennebunk, Oct. 24,1838.
diancorn
j
Lebanon, Oct. 24, 1838.
j Kennebunk, Oct. 16, 1838.
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CONTRACT—- Alt nStiofis. itoth' & Very short limb, after his fefiovefy had
t
theremotest ages, have had ships, but Co- ’ pronounced not onlyimprobable, but absolutely I

ft LOW SPIRITS. LoW spirits is $
certain Biaic
state of tne.
curium
mv mind accompanied
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
"FXAVE just received and are now openPOETRY
or me srear «oamsn uav!™,. —-JI
t J ’ apprehended upon the slightest grinds, and
-tJ.
ing a splendid assortment of FALL
Our reader^ are aware, that the husband of GOODS, consisting in part as follows, viz
onlv enabled to caddie about the the Vegetable Lu?®. Pills^ does not follow the 1 the woret consequences imagined Ancient
;
Life Medicines. It b,ase,and ^jeenary
quacks of (wHters. supposed tffls disease to be
_
Mrs, Sigourney, the poetess of America, has re Black, Blue, Brown, Green, Drab, Olive,; people were t< so^with^he
cently sold his beautiful country seat near Hart Mixed, Mulberry and Claret Broadcloths | shores. Just so with the Life Medicines. -- the day, in advising persons to take his Pills in confined to those particular regions of the ab
ford, Conn. The following lines were occasion Drab, Slate, Blue, Black, Brown, Mixed, and j is but two short years since I first ventured ;; large quantities. Ao good medicine can possibly
domen, technically called hypochondria,
ed by her departure from it.
Fancy Cassimeres ; Vestings ; Pilot • Cloth
: upon an unknown ocean, and 1 have discov- be so required. These Pills are to be taken at which are
Red"' ered lhe precious object I was in search of— bed time every night, for a week or fortnight, which
aie situated
situate« on the right
& or left side
‘Ge ofof
FAREWELL TO A RURAL RESIDENCE.
Coating; Drab and Blue Kersey;lannels
P: 7• HEALTH. Vegetable medicines were in- according to the obstinacy of the disease. The that cavity, whence con
hypo.
BY MRS. L* H. SIGOURNEY.
Green, White, Yellow and Figured Flannels
; ! deed known when I commenced my search, USUal dose is from 2.to 5, according to the corfsti- chof>dria^
• Tmita,
How beautiful it stands,.
Serge; Freize ; Bockvng ; Goat’s Hair,nrh
Imita
and but their use Was not. By the use of them, 1 tution of the person.
Very delicate persons
SYMPTOMS. The comrftoi
orporeaf
Behind its elm tree’s screen,
tion and Crape Camlet ; German, French
and
XZ» .! have not only passed from the dejected in- should begin with but two, and increase as the symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or
With pure and Attic cornice crowned,
English Merinos ; Black and Brown .Alpine : valid to the ihale, hearty
bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas.
i___ ... „„
j
.... man
........ of I nature
nninro m
Kp case
Caso may
mav require
reauire:: those more ro- ^hnwals.
snas.|1
and
active
ofCithe
V 9L. XX.'
AH graceful and serene.
Circassians ; Red and Blue, and Plaid Fin- , busts, but, compara/vely speaking I have bust or of' modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal.
Most sweet, yet sad,.it is,
zey ; English and Scotch Ginghams; Eng- j renewed my youth. lean thus, with confi- j and ^XfenliyLappy change to guide the 1 pitations, and often an utter inability of fifing
Upon yon scene to gaze,
lish, French and American Prints; Furni-\ dence in my own experience, advise with my> |
nt ,r their fJtherPuse. These pills SOme- the attention upon any subject of importance
And list its inborne melody,
ture ; Highland, Edinboro, Merino and Dam -,
The voice of other days.
AN0 M'AIfl
fellow-ciuzens. Does thei readertimes occasion sickness and vomiting, though or engaging in anything that demands vigor
ask Shawls ; Silk Flag, Black Silk, Bandan- j that the V EGETABLE LIFE MEDICINE^ , very
un|ess the stomach is very foul; this,, or courage. Also languidness—the mind be
pin (JSHEU eykri
na,
Pongee,
Linen
Cambric,
Thibet,
Levan;
For there, as many a year
are suitable to his own case ? I have on my | however, may be considered a favorable symp- comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding,mel
JAMES
tine, Cotton and Fancy Handkerchiefs ; Mo-; file at mv office, 367 Broadway, hundreds of tom, as the patient will find himself at once re- ancholy, and dejected,, accompanied with a
Its varied chart unrolled,
¿heMain-Sirei
Officeo
hair
and
Worsted
and
Cotton
Hose
;
Ladies
’
;
I hid me in those quiet shades,
.
A
f
____ ! 1:_____________________________ J J L
_______________ _
...ill ennn
lieved,
and
by perseverance
will soon hP.iiOVHr..
recover.. total derangement of the nervous system.—
]
Kid Silk and Angola Gloves ; Gentlemen’s j letters, from some of the most respectable They
And called the joys of old.
TE jisofthegi
usually operate within 10 or 12 hours, and The mental feelings and peculiar train of
citizens of this my native land, voluntarily of
¿lars per aur
I called them and they came,
Two
Buck and Goat Skin do. ; Leather Mittens ; fered in testimony of the virtues of A GOOD never
give
pain
unless
the
bowels
are
very
much,
ideas
that
haunt
the
imagination
and
over

i
Where vernal buds appeared,
Interes. . will be charg
White, Colored, Checked, Linen and Imita
encumbered. ;They may be taken by the most whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di
VEGETABLE MEDICINE.
Or where the vine-clad summer bower;
remain ilnpaid at th
delicate females under any circumstances.—It is, versity. The wisest and best of men are as I
tion Cambric; Bishop Lawn ; Plain and Fig
Persons whose constitutions have been 1
paper < Scontinued, e:
Its temple-roof upreared.
ured Muslin ; Black and Bobbinet Lace ; nearly ruined by the u all-infallible” mineral however, recommended, that those in later pe open to this affliction as the weakest.
lisher, htil all arrear
riods of pregnancy should take but one at a time,
Quilling; Thread and Cotton Edging ; Bob
The [ ilblisher does
TREATMENT.—The principal objectsof
Or where the o’er arching grove
preparations of the day, will bear me witness, and thus continue to keep the bowels open : and
4 in any adv
any.err
bin ; Tapes ; Green Barage ; Belts ; Cords ;!
Spread forth its copses green,
treatment
are
to
remove
indigestion
and
;
that the Life Medicines, and such only, are Ieven two may be taken where the patient is very
charge! ;|or its inserti
Braids ; Galoon ; Ribbons ; Black Italian
While eye-bright, and asdepias reared,
strengthen
the
body,
and
to
enliven
thespirthe true course to permanent good health.
,
costive.
One pill in a solution of two table spoons
and Lustring Silks ; Colored Sarsnet; fig
Their untrained stalks between—
JOHN MOFFAT.
full of water, may be given to an infant in the fol its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear-I
MISCE
And the squirrel from the bough
ured Silk—assorted colors ; Black and assort
lowing doses— a tea spoon full every two hours ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con-1
Its broken nuts let fall,
ed Sewing Silk ; Twist; Coat, Jacket, Sus GENERAL REMARKS RELATIVE TO till it operates ; for a child from one to five years versation. The bowels (if costive) being care
MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLSAND
And the merry, merry little birds,
^cii
pender, Vest, Pearl and Bangup Buttons ;
of age, half a pill—and from five to ten, one pill. fully regulated by the occasional use oft I
Sang at his festival.
PHCENIX BITTERS.
Carpet, Quality, Curtain and Merino Bind
THE PHCENIX BITTERS, are so called, be mild aperient.
FROM |HE BLANK
We know nothing better
These medicines have long been known cause they possess the power of restoring the
ing; Black Silk and Cotton Velvet ; Black,
Gl
calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Win.
Yon old forsaken nests,
Brown and White Linen ; Russia Diaper ; and appreciated, for their extraordinary and expiring embers of health, to a glowing vigor Evans* Aperient Pills—being mild and cer
Returning spring shall cheer,
immediate powers of restoring perfect health» throughout the constitution, as the Phoenix is said
Linen
Damask
;
Fancy
Table
Covers
;
Plaid
tain in their operation.
The bowels bewg I
And thence the unfledged robin send
And s for me, tho
Silk ; Black Silk and Cotton Cravats ; Stocks ; to persons suffering under nearly every kind to be restored to life from the ashes of its own once cleansed his inestimable Camomile
His greeting wild and clear,—
dissolution.
The
Phoenix
Bitters
are
entirely
On I ìoks for to rei
of
disease
to
which
the
human
frame
is
lia

Colored and White Corded Robes ; _ Umbrel
And from yon clustering vine,
Pills,
which
are
tonic,
anodyne
and
anti,
And ilo givo them
vegetable, composed of roots found only in cer
las ; Suspenders; Chapp's Spools ; Linen and ble.
That wreathes the casement round,
spasmodic)
are
an
infallible
remedy
and
And lfl my heart h
In many hundreds of certified instances, tain parts of the western country, which will in
The humming bird’s unresting wing
Cotton Thread; Horse and Mill Blankets ;
So h ijrtily that th
fallibly cure FEVERS AND AGUES of all without dispute have proved a great blessing
they
have
even
rescued
sufferers
from
the
Sent forth a whirring sound—
Brown and Bleached Sheetings and Shirt
That ¡fro’ my hook
kinds ; will never fail to eradicate entirely all the to the numerous public.
ings ; Ticking ; Brown and Bleached Colton very verge of an untimely grave, after all the effects of Mercury, infinitely sooner than the
Some
physicians
have
recommended»
And where alternate springs
Flannel; Warp Yarn, Nos. 6 to 16; Brown deceptive nostrums of the day had utterly most powerful preparations of Sarsaparilla, and free use of mercury but it should not be re — »' ■ I««
The lilac’s purple spire,
and Bleached Cotton Drilling ; White, and failed j and to many thousands they have will immediately cure the determination of sorted to j as in mafay cases it will greatly ag EARtV MANU
Fast by its snowy sister’s side,
Colored Worsted ; White and Mixed Knitting permanently secured that uniform enjoyment BLOOD TO THE HEAD ; never fail in the gravate the symptoms.
_ , ¡frlONS-Q
Or where, with wings of fire,
Cotton ; Ladies’ Kid and Cloth Slippers ; of health, without which life itself is but a sickness incident to young females ; and will be rpHE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be de- [
The kingly oriole glancing went
partial
blessing.
So
great,
indeed,
has
their
found
a
certain
remedy
in
all
cases
of
nervous
Th ; most anc
Walking Shoes; Children’s Shoes; Shoe
JL
niecl that whilst many medicines
Amid the foliage rare,
Thread ; Pins ; Needles ; Thimbles and efficacy invariably and infallibly proved, that debility and weakness of the most impaired con which are recommended to the public, have I book i the Bible, i
Shall many a group of children tread,
it has appeared scarcely less than miraculous stitutions. Asa remedy for Chronic and Inflam
deserv |gour alieni
But mine will not be there.
Scissors.
to those who were unacquainted with the matory Rheumatism, the efficacy of the Phoenix not even the negative merit of harmless)]®!
a spec fihen of the e
Crockery, Groceries, &c.
beautifully philosophical principles upon Bitters will be demonstrated by the use of a sin there are others which it would be great in
Fain would I know what forms
gle
bottle.
The
usual
dose
of
these
bitters
is
holy v lume has a i
justice
indeed,
and
suicidal
prejudice
to
in

Colored
and
Edged
Plates
;
Glass
Cup
which they are compounded, and upon
The mastery here shall keep :
half a wine glass full, in water or wine, and this volve, untried, in a common condemnation,
As
the ¡spring from
do.; Blue and Edged Dishes ; Edged and which they consequently act.
What mother in my nursery fair
It was to quantity may be taken two or three times a day,
Rock her young babes to sleep ;—
Stone Nappies; China Setts; Fancy Tea their manifest and sensible action in purify about half an hour before meals, or a less quan And when a medicine comes endorsed with! sed gif 4 of our div
Yet blessings on the hallowed spot,
Setts ; Printed and Fancy Teas ; Chambers ; ing the springs and channels of life, and en tity may be taken at all times. To those who all the great names that have adorned the! cred n erence for c
Though here no more I stray,
Pitchers ; Printed and Common Bowls ; Su duing them jwith renewed tone and vigor, are afflicted with indigestion after meals, these annals of the medical profession, and war-1 checqi red with p
And blessings on the stranger babes
gars ; Block Tin ; Britannia and Fancy Tea that they were indebted for their name, which Bitters will prove invaluable, as they very great ranted by the seal and signature of long and
lhe soi ce of inexh;
Who in those halls shall play.
Pots; Glass Lamps ; Tumblers ; Castors ; was bestowed upon them at the spontaneous ly increase the action of the principal viscera, help uniform success, its proprietor makes no wiriief, 1, hen enconq
Plated Tea, Table and Iron Spoons ; Table request of several individuals whose lives they them to perform their functions, and enable the reasonable demand upon the public cotifrl
ei’fiil a n—as the
Heaven bless you too, my plants,
dence,
when
he
claims
for
it
a
superior
cob
stomach
to
discharge
into
the
bowels
whatever
is
and Tea Knives and Forks «, Mill and three had obviously saved.
And every parent-bird,
we lea ¡j how to liV
square Files ; 4d. to 40d. Cut Nails ; Pails ;
The proprietor rejoices in the opportunity offensive. Thus indigestion is easily and speed sideration.
That here, among the nested boughs,
ily removed, appetite restored, and the mouths
as lhe fklder to eliti
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
7-9
and
8-10
Baltimore
Glass
;
Wire
and
afforded
by
the
universal
diffusion
of
the
dai

Above its youug hath stirred,—
the absorbent vessels being cleansed, nutri- Dr. Wm. Evansis undeniably entitled totfe
hold il name ever <
Hair Sieves ; Entry and Chaise Matts ; Corn ly press, for placing his VEGETABLE LIFE■ of
I kiss your trunks ye ancient trees,
tion is facilitated, and strength of body and ener
Brooms ; Fancy and Common Bellows; PILLS within the knowledge and reach of gy of mind are the happy results. For farther enviable distinction, for whilst no medical so- , r everv-j ct conne.c.te
That often o’er my head
Shovels and Tongs; Bed Cords; Coffee every individual in the community. Unlike particulars of MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLS, and thority in existence condemns it, every medi-l ‘
The blossoms of your flowery spring
The ®ld Testami
Mills ; Looking Glasses ; Floor, Hearth and the host of pernicious quackeries, which boast'■ PHCENIX BITTERS, apply at Mr. Moffatt's cal practitioner that is acquainted wilm flebre' J and afte
In fragrant showers have shed.
Dusting Brushes ; Porto Rico and Matanzas1 of vegetable ingredients, the Life Pills are1 office, No. 367 Broadway, New York, where the freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues;
G.reek, lifibout 275 j
Molasses ; Porto Rico, White Havana and purely and solely vegetable, and contain Pills can be obtained for 25 cents, 50 cents, or and that the latter should do so in opposition
Thou too, of changeful mood,
Christ]isily seventyto
their
personal
interests,
must
be
attributed
Loaf Sugar ; Rice ; Pork ; Beans ; Fig and neither Mercury, Antimony, Arsenic, nor any $1 per box ; and the Bitters for $1 or $2 per botI thank the sounding stream,
PtolenfJ »us Philadt
That blent thine echo with my thought,
Plug Tobacco; Java and Havana Coffee;’ other mineral in any form whatever. They’ tie. Numerous certificates of' the wonderful either to their candor and love of truth, or to
Or woke my musing dream,—
their unwillingness to fly in the face of allot- - , Thep cise num be
Old Hyson, Young Hyson, Fancy and Sou’ are entirely composed of extracts from rare* efficacy of both, may be there inspected.
. <• ,i.„
rr
In some obstinate and complicated cases of servation, and the testimony of thousands,
I kneel upon the verdant turf,
chong Teas; Nutmegs; Cloves; Ginger;i and powerful plants, the virtue of which,
and inflammatory Rheumatism, Liver
For sure my thanks are due,
those wliiten before
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend itei
Allspice ; Saleratus ; Pepper ; Salt-Petre ; though long known to several Indian tribes, chronic
*Complaints, Fever and Ague, Dyspepsia, Palsy,
To moss-cup, and to clover-leaf,
his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all Jit it is suwiosed were
Indigo ; Starch; Bar and Shaving Soap ; and recently to some eminent pharmaceutical
Piles, injuries from the use of mercury, quinine eases. He frankly and conscientiouslpiThat gave me draughts of dew.
Winter, Refined and Sweet Oil; Turks Is chemists, are altogether unknown to the igno- and
‘
tree of he Jewish
other diseases of long standing, it may be
land, Cadiz and Fine Salt ; Haddock and rant pretenders to medical science ;and were found
j
necessary to take both the Life Pills and the mils that they will not. He lays no claiwii their nlineroiis diffe
To each perennial flower,
the
discovery
of
the
“
Philosopher
’
s
Stone,
”
Cod Fish; Box and Cask Raisins ; Cotton ; never before administered in so happily effi Phcenix Bitters, in doses before recommended.
then d dared genui
Old tenants of the spot,
Earthen and Stone Butter Pots, &c. &c. &c. cacious a combination.
N. B.—These Pills and the Bitters will get all and wishes nobody to believe that heselli
The broad-leafed lily of the vale,
ist in lie present da
the
“
Elixir
of
Life,
”
but
he
does
say,
and
lit
—ALSO—
Their first operation is to loosen from the Mercury out of the system infinitely faster than
And the meek forget-me-not—
Cart and Waggon Wheel Tire ; Shoe coats of the stomach and bowels, the various the best preparations of Sarsaparilla, and are a does believe, and he can prove, that in debil Iween he years 1
To every daisy’s dappled brow,
Shapes ; Cast and German Steel ; Nail impurities and crudities constantly settling certain remedy for the rushing of blood to the? ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nerve«) mannei in which I
To every violet blue,
in weakness of
of the di *|~ji
jis ratlin interesting
Thanks '.—thanks !—may tach returning Plate, &c.
around them ; and to remove the hardened head, or all violent headaches, tic douloureux, &c. diseases of all kinds £ isi
consumptiens W
i
year
The above Goods, with many others not faeces which collect in the convolutions of the —All persons who are predisposed to apoplexy, gestive organs, in incipient
Ind | first place,
palsy,
&c.,
should
never
be
without
the
Life
's or
Your changeless bloom renew.
or the liver«,, iuds“
specified, are offered for sale at low prices, small intestines. Other medicines only par Pills or the Bitters, for one dose in time will whether of the lungs
guage I is been wril
dreadful
debility
occasioned
by
the
used
for Cash or Country produce.
tially cleanse these, and leave such collected save life. They equalize the circulation of the
stances »■¡eaves, ski
Praise to our Father God—•
Kennebunk, Sept. 30,1838.
masses behind, as to produce habitual cos blood, draw all pressure from the head, restore purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more ed
High praise in solemn lay— .
tiveness, with all its train of evils, or sudden perspiration, and throw oft'every impurity by the peeially) in the sicknesses incident to n« and it i even proba
Alike for what his hand hath given,
ers, and to females of relaxed nerves; inet prophe k wrote upor
diarrhoea, with its imminent dangers. This pores of the skin.
TAILORING.
And what it takes away—
ery case of delirium tremens, or that dis* Isaiah xxx. 8.) i
fact
is
well
known
to
all
regular
anatomists,
New Establishment.
And to some other loving heart
which is brought on by intemperance;» John tl t Baptist, M
who examine the human bowels after death,
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
May all this beauty be
AMUEL P. CUMMINGS, would respect
and hence the prejudice of these well inform
Persons using the Life Medicines, are requested the wretched horrors of mind and body wW his son ¡i asked for a
The dear retreat, the Eden-home,
fully announce to the public, that he has ed men against the quack medicines of the
to take the Pills at night, in sufficient quantities accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss ofap-- “Hist ime is John,
It long hath been to me.
taken the shop over Scamman & Cole’s store,
age. The second effect of the VEGETA to operate two or three times on the bowels in petite, langour, melancholy, pains in |L lhe reigij of the Em
Hartford, (Conn.,) June 21st, 1838.
on Pepperell square, Saco, where he intends BLE LIFE PILLS is to cleanse the kidneys the course of the next day. Also, take a table head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, anti
remain! of St. Bari
carrying on the
and the bladder, and by this means, the ,liver spoonful of the Bitters half an hour before each uncomely complexions, caused by the tel
CAPS.
TAILORING BUSINESS,
and the lungs, the healthful action of which meal. For those of a delicate or enfeebled con state of the fluids—in all these cases, and is Salami;m with a Co/
GOOD assortment of Fur Seal, Nutra, in all its branches. He has secured the servi entirely depends upon the regularity of the stitution, half the quantity may be sufficient.
others mentioned in the bills ofdireciiwi Matt heit7, in Hebrei
Muskrat, Hair Seal, and Cloth Caps, ces of an experienced cutter—(Mr. James L. urinary organs. The blood which takes its
R/^For further particulars of the above given with his medicines, HE DOES Sil, written With his ow
for sale by
S. H. GOULD. Ross,)—and by strict attention to his business red color from the agency of the liver and medicine see “ Moffat’s Good Samaritan,” a that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS,« thyme ood ; a kii
—ALSO—
he hopes to merit and receive the patronage of the lungs before it passes into the heart, be copy of which accompanies the medicine. terchanged occasionally with his APERIEH odorifernis and va
India Rubber Over Shoes, Gentlemen’s the public. All garments made in this shop ing thus purified by them, and nourished by A copy can also be obtained on application FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) wW St. Mar /, at Flore
Calf Pegged Boots, Thick do., Boys Thick will be warranted to fit, and give general satis food coming from a clean stomach, courses at the Bookstore of D. Remich, Kennebunk. are sold with them, will effect immediate» Testant 'nl on Silk,
Sold wholesale and retail by the proprietor, lief; and if used but for a fair period of liiil
do., Children’s Thick do.
faction ; and all work entrusted to his care freely through the veins, renews every part
short Mirtyrologv ;
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 20,1838.
a perfect cure. This much is placed beywt
will be executed with neatness and punctual of the system, and triumphantly mounts the W. B. Moffat, 367, Broadway, New York.
August, 1838.
banner of health in the blooming cheek.
a doubt by daily testimonies which wouli is writt|in in Greek,
ity.
be given on oath ; and for this much Dr.Vi sinner nd most un
Quarterly fashions from New-York, and
The following are among the distressing vari
Auction.
EVANS can conscientiously request coni t/ear of the World,
the other principal cities will be regularly re ety of human diseases, to which the Vegetable
OTO be sold at Auction, on Thursday the
De
1332,) )}onday,
'
dence.
JL
eighth, day of November next, at. ten ceived. Persons wishing for business in his Life Pills are well known to be infallible :—
Other and more conclusive demons»« of the ( Seek MSS. <
line are respectfully invited to call.
DYSPEPSIA, by thoroughly cleansing the
o’clock in the forenoon, on the premises,
of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camorf tai lette ; the sma1
first and second stomachs, and creating a flow of
Saco, Oct. 6, 1838.
about twenty lots of Land, suitable for Store
pure healthy bile instead of the stale and acrid
Preparations and Aperient Medicines, if ally adr led until tli
or House lots, situated in the Ogunquit Vil
kind ;—Flatulency, Palpitation of the Heart,
Steamer Portsmouth.
submitted by the following important aide tury.
lumerous ct
lage in Wells. Said lots are fronting on a
Loss of Appetite, Heart-burn and Head-ache,
traordinary cures effected by their higl)
road laid out from the Post road to the Ogun
existed | them ; the
Restlessness, Ill-temper, Anxiety, Langour, and
medicinal qualities—all of which may I
quit river, opposite the dwelling house of
Melancholy, which are the general symptoms of
and son limes with
seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office,
Mark Perkins, and are very conveniently sit
Dyspepsia, will vanish, as a natural consequence
word o ly appearing
7,
Division
street.
One
or
two
of
thesel)
of its cure. Costiveness, by cleansing the whole
uated for Traders, Mechanics and Fisher
C. W. KIMBALL
herewith respectfully gives to a discrimiis being si grated. I
length of the intestines with a solvent process,
men. One lot very suitable for a Tannery.
OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken ting public.
Wng rdiMatth. v.*l
and without violence : all violent purges leave the
—ALSO —
nebunk and vicinity, that he has ta
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Bepleased to receivei Codex pæ, orCa
bowels
costive
within
two
days.
Diarrhoea
and
At the same time and place, two lots suit
ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining
thanks of one who has been a great sufferer fori Four G
Cholera, by removing the sharp acrid fluids by
impels and A
able for Wharves, Landing, and Ship build
which these complaints are occasioned, and by Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly eral years, for the great benefit she has receivedt
ing, lying on said Ogunquit river, and ad CAPTAIN SETH M. TRIPE, promoting the abricalive secretion of the mucus occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills. S reader i ¡me idea of
has suffered with pain and distress in the head, al!# mantisc ipts were
joining said Store and House lots.
Condi
HAVING been coppered, fitted with a membrane. Fevers of all kinds, by restoring the up in good order for the above named busi ness across the stomach, shortness of breath, andpf
tions—One quarter part paid down—the res
mast and sail, and put in the most blood to a regular circulation, through the process ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG tation of the heart ; exercise would almost oyerM printed
idue in two years.
For further particulars
complete order, will commence her regular of perspiration in some cases, and the thorough GONS, of any style, built to order and war her; but since using your Camomile 'Ionic Pills,« andseei fOTHEMULTI
enquire of
MARK PERKINS.
solution of all intestinal obstructions in others.
.—also—
complaints are removed—she is able to exercise
intoam SpNTAtN
trips for this season, on Tuesday 15th inst. The LIFE PILLS have been known to cure Rheu ranted.
out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now e«j
Ogunquit, Oct. 12, 1838.
andwhi ’HEWASSETI
leaving Wm. Sheafe’s wharf, Portsmouth, matism permanently in three weeks, and Gout in Chaise Repairing & Painting, life comfortably again.
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday half that time, by removing local inflammation done at short notice and on the most reasona
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st.N.I hisdisc -’EES'ANDOPE
HETAUC iTTHEMSAYll
STOP THIEF.
morning, at 7 o’clock, and arriving at Bos from the muscles and ligaments of the joints. ble terms.
Newark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir—For 4
—also—
blessei 4RETHEPOOF
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1
o
’
clock,
in
season
for
the
Provi

Dropsies
of
all
kinds,
by
freeing
and
strengthen

have
been
so
unwell
that
1
was
unable
to
atw
SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to
^0 Hollars Reward.
my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was# thekin 'OOMOFHEAVl
dence Railroad Cars ; and, returning, will ing the kidneys and bladder; they operate most
MAN calling his name George Wil leave Foster’s wharf, Boston, every Tuesday, delightfully on these important organs, and hence the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism,
t English historiaIII
on
hand,
and
will
be
sold
as
cheap
as
can
be
in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite.'
liams, sold a yoke of Oxen stolen by
Thursday and Saturday morning at 7 o’clock, have ever been found a certain remedy for the purchased in this State. Various kinds of continual pain and dizziness in my head ; I used at
lhe I ble to have
hirn on Monday evening last, to Mr. Davis,
and arrive at Portsmouth about 1 o’clock, and worst cases of Gravel. Also,. Worms, by dislodg LUMBER taken in part payment.
ent kinds of medicine without effect, until 1 comm mothering from the turnings of the bowels the slimy mat
for which he received $95 in Rowley money, in season for the Portland stage.
lftngue in tlu
taking your invaluable Camomile
and
Aperient
Fit,
ue
ant
a
peritimi
i
March 28, 1838.
ter to which these creatures adhere ; Asthma and
mostly $5 bills. He is a man of short stature,
astonish .-II
all who
yry
their beneficial effects upon
•!.- —
Lines of Stages from Dover, South Ber consumption, by relieving the air vessels of the
sore eyes, down look, his eyes squinty, had wick and Great Falls, have also been estab
my situation. In a few days 1 shall be at your «■ I Anio g lhe Lan'
lungs from the mucus, which even slight colds
to express my gratitude to you in person. I||
on a cap, blue coat velvet collar, striped lished to meet the boat at Portsmouth.
,nlhe f Htish Musei
O
L.
OSBORN
has
recently
returned
will
occasion,
which
if
not
removed
becomes
mean time I subscribe myself vour obedient seKq
pants, he goes by different names, bis look so Fare between Portsmouth and Boston, $1 50
B. 8. JARVIS, 13 Ceniresl S'ated t be 100 ye
hardened, and produces those dreadfuHdiseases, O • from Boston, with a large assortment of
down cast that it is difficult to see his eyes.
,5
$1 75 Scurvy, Ulcers, and Inveterate Sores, by the New Goods, well selected for his customers,
Dr. Wm. Evans.
Dover and Boston,
¡«’sii» Wickliffe
The above reward will be paid to any one
He therefore need only add that!*
S. Berwick and Boston, $1 75 perfect purity which these Life Pills give to the consisting of PIECE GOODS, HARD
1 his bo k has been
that will lead to his detection, by applying at
Great Falls and Boston, $2 00 blood, and all the humors ; Scorbutic Eruptions WARE, CROCKERY & GLASS WARE, CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together
the Whittier House, Portland.
excellent
FAMILY
A PER®] compel ■'« judge, ev
Careful Agents and convenient Stores have and Bad Complexions, by their alterative effect W. I. GOODS & GROCERIES, which he his
and as. le first find
JAMES DAVIS, Haverhill.
also been provided at each end of the line. upon the fluids that feed the skin, the morbid can afford at very moderate prices for cash, or PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or )*
lion km fnstate
of
which
occasions
all
Eruptive
complaints.
Portland, Oct. 10,1838.
The
The agents will be in attendance during all
at No. 7, Division st. near Chatham sqiR
Sallow, Cloudy, and other disagreeable Com country produce—and invites all his old cus
first cha
(^•Editors of Newspapers will confer a the business hours, and goods delivered to plexions. The use of these Pills for a very short tomers to call and satisfy themselves. Those New York, and of his authorised agea|s]
ter of Gene
is a higl
them will be forwarded at the customary rate time, will effect an entire cure of Salt Rheum, having unsettled accounts, are respectfully re town and country.
favor by copying the above.
=y curious ?
of freight, and without any charge for stor Erysipelas, and a striking improvement in the quested to call soon and adjust the same.
J. H. JONES corner of M iddle and W ofearlyj translations
age- .
Clearness of the skin. Common Colds and In
Kennebunk, Sept. 22,1838.
streets, Portland, Agent for State of Ma® '.»h
æ ^ginning
Ships towed in or out of harbor, and water fluenza, will always be cured by one dose, or by
where persons may apply for sub-Agenciesl nevene
nd erihe. ]
HE subscriber having contracted with parties attended to every afternoon, if re two, even in the worst cases. Piles,—as a rem
NOTICE.
Sole Agents, Daniel Remich, KennebR Hil and
t°'de 5 and
the town of Kennebunk, to support quested. Apply to GEORGE DENNETT, edy for this most distressing and obstinate malady,
HIS may certify that I have relinquished James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase,■ the face
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
Agent, Portsmouth—WM. S. TULLOCK, the Vegetable Life Pills deserve a distinct and
J* depflie, ;
all claim to the services and earnings Yarmouth ; Nathan Reynolds, Lewi*
Lord w; 1 born on th
emphatic recommendation. It is well known to
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro Agent, Boston.
of my son, Daniel H. Huston, a minor, un

Joseph
Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & W
hundreds
in
this
city,
that
the
Proprietor
of
these
Hallowjl
vision for them, and hereby forbids all per
May 8.
burn, Gardiner ;; R.
~ G.
- Lincoln,
-.
j
invaluable Pills, was himself afflicted with this der the age of twenty-one years, and that he
sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
is free to act and trade for himself, and that I Moses Noble,. Augusta
'.ugusta ; J. K. Miller, Oq
W iwri
SPt" ;yÀVetrati
complaint
for
upwards
of
thirty-five
years,
and
of said town on his account or on account of
that he tried in vain every remedy prescribed do not bold myself accountable for any debts town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Sart
OR
sale
by
’
la’n ’ contracted
trans®f
the town, as he will pay no bill for their
Jackson & Co. Belfast; Barker Nea),, W 'n 709,
within the whole compass of the Materia Medica. or contracts of his making.
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
He however, at length, tried the medicine which
JOSEPH HUSTON.
casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath.
Kennebunk, Sept. 29,1838.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1838.
ly
Kennebunk, Oct. 5, 1838.
he now offers to the public, and he was cured in
February I8„ 1837,
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